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ABSTRACT

What are the characteristics of a school as learning organisation? This paper should be seen as an attempt to work towards a common understanding of the school as a learning organisation concept that is both solidly founded in the literature and is recognisable to all parties involved, i.e. educators, policy makers, parents and others alike. The paper provides an in-depth analysis of the learning organisation literature in general, and within a school context. It identifies and operationalises the characteristics of the school as learning organisation in an integrated model that consists of seven overarching ‘action-oriented’ dimensions: 1) developing and sharing a vision centred on the learning of all students; 2) creating and supporting continuous learning opportunities for all staff; 3) promoting team learning and collaboration among staff; 4) establishing a culture of inquiry, innovation and exploration; 5) establishing embedded systems for collecting and exchanging knowledge and learning; 6) learning with and from the external environment and larger learning system; and 7) modelling and growing learning leadership. The dimensions and underlying key characteristics are intended to provide practical guidance on how schools can transform themselves into a learning organisation and ultimately enhance student outcomes.

RÉSUMÉ

Quelles sont les caractéristiques d’une école comme structure d’apprentissage? Ce document devrait être considéré comme une tentative d’obtenir une compréhension commune du concept de l’école comme structure d’apprentissage, qui est à la fois solidement ancré dans la littérature et reconnaissable par toutes les parties prenantes, c’est-à-dire éducateurs, décideurs politiques, parents et autres parties prenantes. Le document fournit une analyse détaillée de la littérature sur la structure d’apprentissage en général, et au sein d’un contexte scolaire. Il identifie et opérationnalise les caractéristiques de l’école comme structure d’apprentissage en un model intégré qui consiste en sept dimensions globales axées sur les actions: 1) développer et partager une vision centrée sur l’apprentissage de tous les étudiants; 2) créer et encourager des opportunités de formation en continu pour tout membre du personnel; 3) promouvoir l’apprentissage en équipe et la collaboration entre les membres du personnel; 4) établir une culture de recherche, d’innovation et d’investigation; 5) établir un système intégré de collecte et d’échange de connaissances et d’enseignements; 6) apprendre avec et depuis l’environnement externe et un système éducatif plus large; 7) façonner et développer le leadership dans l’enseignement. Les dimensions et caractéristiques fondamentales sous-jacentes ont pour but de fournir une aide pratique sur la façon dont les écoles peuvent s’auto-transformer en une structure d’apprentissage et ainsi améliorer les résultats des étudiants.
GLOSSARY

**Capacity** – a quality of people or organisations that allows them routinely to learn from the world around them and apply their learning to new situations so that they continue on a path towards their goals, even if the context is changing.

**Change agent** – someone who triggers growth and development, helping an organisation to transform itself.

**Collective learning** – where group members are endeavouring to reach common learning or outcomes that will enhance all of their work. This is distinct from collaborative learning i.e. forms of learning together.

**Digital literacy** – helping to develop the critical knowledge, skills and behaviours for engaging with, consuming, and producing digital media.

**Double-loop learning** – higher-level, generative learning which involves questioning and modifying existing norms, procedures, policies and objectives as part of detecting and correcting errors.

**Inquiry habit of mind** – a way of thinking that is a dynamic iterative system with feedback loops that organises ideas towards clearer directions and decisions and draws on or seeks out information as people move closer to understanding the phenomenon of interest.

**Knowledge creation** – forming new ideas through sharing and converting different types of knowledge, involving dialogue and learning conversations, collaboration and practice.

**Knowledge exchange** – two-way process of sharing ideas, experience and learning to stimulate further learning and creation of new knowledge for practice.

**Leadership** – providing direction and exercising influence, through mobilising and working with others to achieve shared goals.

**Learning leadership** – directional influence that models and keeps individual, group and collective learning at the heart of the endeavour to realise its vision.

**Mental models** – people’s beliefs, assumptions and thought processes about how things work in the real world that guide their actions.

**Mentoring** – the sustained support of a member of staff in developing their practice by a more experienced and expert colleague.

**Modelling** – a process in which behaviours are presented by one individual to another to support them in acquiring such characteristics, thereby enabling them to become familiar with the potential of the practice or intervention and to give first-hand experience of active participation.

**Professional learning** – what teachers, support staff and school leaders engage in to stimulate their thinking and professional knowledge and to ensure that their practice is critically informed and up-to-date.
**Professional learning community** – inclusive and mutually supportive group of people with a collaborative, reflective and growth-oriented approach towards investigating and learning more about their practice in order to improve all students’ learning.

**Networks** – an extended group of people with similar interests or concerns who interact and exchange knowledge for mutual assistance, support and to increase learning.

**Organisational learning** – continuous process of integrating and collectively interpreting knowledge that enhances the organisation’s collective ability to make sense of and respond to internal and external change.

**Research Learning Communities** -

**School as a learning organisation (SLO)** – a school as a learning organisation has the capacity to change and adapt routinely to new environments and circumstances as its members, individually and together, learn their way to realising their vision.

**Systems thinking** – seeing and addressing the whole and interrelationships between individual parts in a complex system.

**Team learning** – aligning and developing a team’s capacity to create results its members truly desire; thinking together.

**Theory of action** – an organisation’s story or ‘theory’ of how it will make change, explaining why certain things will happen.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

Schools nowadays are required to learn faster than ever before as teachers are urged to become 'knowledge workers' in order to deal effectively with the growing pressures of a rapidly changing environment. In this context a growing body of scholars, educators and policy makers have argued for reconceptualising schools as ‘learning organisations’ which they consider the ideal type of school organisation for dealing with the changing external environment, for facilitating organisational change and innovation, and even effectiveness, i.e. improvements in the learning outcomes of students and other important outcomes. However, though the concept of the school as learning organisation, also known as the learning school, has managed to inspire the hearts and minds of a steadily growing body of scholars, educators and policy makers all over the world for around 25 years, relatively little progress has been made in advancing the concept – either in research or practice. This lack of progress partly stems from a lack of clarity around the concept. This paper should be seen as a first attempt to working towards a common understanding of the concept of the school as learning organisation that is both solidly founded in the literature and is recognisable to all parties involved, i.e. scholars, educators, policy makers, parents and others alike. It concludes by proposing an integrated model of a school as learning organisation (SLO).

Main findings

Based on an in-depth analysis of the learning organisation literature in general, and within a school context, the study proposes using the seven dimensions of Marwick’s and Watkins’ (school as) learning organisation model (Dimensions of the Learning Organisation Questionnaire) as a theoretical foundation for the development of our integrated SLO model. It also suggests that there is a need to refine the model, including its framework of indicators, and further strengthen its applicability to contemporary school organisations. Informed by a small network of experts the paper proposes refinements and operationalises the characteristics of the school as learning organisation in an integrated model in which the collective endeavour is focused on:

- developing and sharing a vision centred on the learning of all students
- creating and supporting continuous learning opportunities for all staff
- promoting team learning and collaboration among all staff
- establishing a culture of inquiry, innovation and exploration
- embedding systems for collecting and exchanging knowledge and learning
- learning with and from the external environment and larger learning system
- modelling and growing learning leadership.

In short, a school as learning organisation has the capacity to change and adapt routinely to new environments and circumstances as its members, individually and together, learn their way to realising their vision.
The underlying key characteristics of the dimensions of the model, referred to as ‘elements’, are discussed in detail and will form the starting point for the development of indicators of an instrument to assess the school as learning organisation. The SLO model and assessment instrument are intended to provide practical guidance to policy makers, school staff and other stakeholders that wish to develop their schools into learning organisations. This collaboration between countries and the OECD will also enrich the OECD’s work on country reviews and implementation support.

Like Watkins and Marsick (1999), the model is intended to provide practical guidance on how schools can ‘support and use learning at an individual, team and organisational level’ to improve and transform themselves into a learning organisation and ultimately enhance its outcomes. In that sense, it is both a process the school goes through which is the means to an end – the ultimate difference that is made for children and young people – and a positive intermediate outcome in its own right; a school that is a powerful and thriving learning organisation. The elements highlight both what a school aspires to and the processes it goes through in its journey of developing itself as a learning organisation.
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Introduction

A generation ago, schools would be expected to equip students with the skills needed for the rest of their lives. In today’s world they need to prepare students for life and work in a rapidly changing environment, for jobs and for using technologies some of which have not yet been created. Cognitive abilities such as literacy and problem solving are still crucial but teachers also have to support students in developing the strong social and emotional foundation skills needed to thrive in a highly dynamic labour market and rapidly changing world. Education today is much more about ways of thinking that involve creative and critical approaches to problem solving and decision making, and where students influence their learning (Dumont, Istance and Benavides, 2010). Traditional models of schooling whose organisational patterns deeply structure schools – the single teacher, the classroom segmented from other classrooms each with their own teacher, and traditional approaches to teaching and classroom organisation, etc. – are inadequate for delivering these 21st century learning agendas, especially for the most disadvantaged students in society (OECD, 2013a; Schleicher, 2012, 2015).

Countries have been trying to accommodate their increasingly complex education systems to the changing times, but the education sector does not always have a good track record of innovating itself. Change is a complex, multi-faceted process (Kuijpers et al., 2010) and creating lasting change is hard: in many cases, reforms have failed to take hold in the classrooms or at best “adopted” on the surface without altering behaviours and beliefs (Fullan, 2015). Many reform efforts have additionally failed to adequately prepare schools for the changing environment (e.g. Fullan, 2011; Giles and Hargreaves, 2006; Skalde and Pont, 2013; Way Jin-Lo, 2004; OECD, 2015b). Meanwhile, schools are urged to learn fast and teachers are urged to become ‘knowledge workers’ in order to deal effectively with the growing pressures of a rapidly changing environment (Schleicher, 2012, 2015).

To respond to often disappointing results of reform initiatives and an apparent lack in ability of many schools to initiate and sustain their own innovations, policy makers, educators and scholars have searched for alternative strategies that could foster school-wide change and affect all aspects of school culture. Schools need capacity to learn routinely from the world around them and apply their learning to new situations so that they are able to continue on a path towards their goals in an ever-changing context, and to be able to prepare children and young people both for the present and their future (Stoll and Earl, 2003; Stoll, 2009). In this context a growing body of scholars and educators have argued for reconceptualising schools as ‘learning organisations’ (e.g. Giles and Hargreaves, 2006; Senge, 2012; Stoll and Fink, 1996; Fullan, 1995; Gandolfi, 2006; Schlechty, 2009; Silins, Zarinis and Mulford, 2002). This concept has been successfully practised in business and industry. The argument is that this is the ideal type of school organisation for dealing with the changing external environment, for facilitating organisational change and innovation, and even effectiveness, i.e. improvements in the learning outcomes of students and other important outcomes.

Support for reconceptualising schools as learning organisations is not limited to scholars and educators. During the last 25 years a considerable number of policy makers have also been drawn to the intuitive appeal and promise of the concept of school as learning organisation. Singapore provides us with one of the earliest examples. Its vision Thinking Schools Learning Nation (1997) emerged from a strategic review of education, motivated by a pre-occupation with the future. The then Deputy Prime Minister Lee noted that: ‘Our schools and tertiary institutions must become learning organisations, not teaching factories. Teachers and lecturers should continually seek to improve, to pick up best practices elsewhere,
and to challenge students to find better solutions. These changes in our education system need to be supported by a national environment that promotes a learning mind set and a society that upholds the fundamental values of equal opportunities and meritocracy. The Netherlands offers another more contemporary example in its Teachers Agenda 2013-2017 which has the transformation of schools into learning organisations as one of its key objectives (‘agenda points’).

Though the concept of the school as learning organisation (SLO) has managed to inspire the hearts and minds of a steadily growing body of scholars, educators and policy makers all over the world for around 25 years, relatively little progress has been made in advancing the concept – either in research or practice.

Research questions and methodology

Despite the steadily growing support among scholars, educators and policy makers for reconceptualising schools as learning organisations, little is known about the actual spread of these schools throughout our school systems and, more importantly, whether they indeed lead to better learning and/or other outcomes. If they are found to lead to better outcomes, this could have major policy consequences internationally – the evidence would strongly argue for transforming schools into learning organisations. The question then would be how to actually do this in practice. Again, research evidence on this point is limited (Silins, Zarins and Mulford, 2002; Gandolfi, 2006).

The lack of advance of the concept of a school as learning organisation in research and practice partly stems from many different understandings of the concept. Part of the problem also lies in the shortage of systematic empirical investigations (Schleicher, 2012; Leithwood and Louis, 1998). Much of the research deals with validity testing, using different measurement instruments, rather than providing empirical evidence on the spread and performance of these schools, using representative survey data. With some notable exceptions (e.g. Silins, Zarins and Mulford, 2002) empirical investigations have often been limited in scale (e.g. Hamzah et al., 2011; Ho Park, 2008; Retna and Tee, 2006). Although these studies are often valuable contributions to the literature, they fail to give a real insight into the spread and/or performance of the school as learning organisation within and across countries. Nor do they give a thorough insight into the policies and practices, and characteristics of schools that support them in transforming into learning organisations. Where examples exist (e.g. Leithwood and Louis, 1998), they do not always use the term ‘learning organisation’, even if they represent many of the characteristics associated with it. The “how” is clearly an issue deserving further research attention.

In sum, the concept of a school as learning organisation lacks clarity, and little empirical evidence exists to demonstrate the effectiveness of such schools. This raises a number of key research and policy questions:

- What are the characteristics of the school as learning organisation?
- How can a school transform itself into a learning organisation?
- What does this require in terms of change and innovation capacity of leaders at other levels of the system?
- And what does this require from the governance and support structures in which these schools operate?
- Does the school as learning organisation, as often assumed, indeed lead to better learning and/or other outcomes?

This working paper should be seen as a first step towards answering these key policy questions. In particular it aims at answering the first two research questions posed above i.e. “What are the
characteristics of the school as learning organisation?” – differently stated, how can we define the school as a learning organisation? – and “How can a school transform itself into a learning organisation?” (Chapter 2 and 3). These questions will be answered through an in-depth multi-disciplinary literature review that will include but not be limited to a careful examination of the learning organisation literature. This review will be intentionally broad and, among others, include investigation of the organisational change, learning, school improvement and effectiveness literatures. The literature review will build on the OECD’s vast and growing knowledge base with specific reference to the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA), the Teaching and Learning International Survey (TALIS), the Governing Complex Education Systems project and earlier projects like the Innovative Learning Environments project.

The literature review will aim to identify and map the various definitions and descriptors of the learning organisation concept in general, which largely stems from research on private sector organisations, and in particular in the school context. The international literature review will include an investigation of purposefully designed and other relevant measurement instruments. The review will lead to the articulation of a definition and a model of the school as a learning organisation (SLO) which is applicable to contemporary primary and (lower) secondary schools.

A small network of experts was brought together to support the development of the working paper by reviewing and giving feedback on the draft text at various stages. An expert meeting was also organised on 12 February 2016 to discuss and provide feedback to the draft working papers.

**Outline of the working paper**

This paper is structured as follows. The first chapter has introduced the reader to the rationale for and concept of school as learning organisation, identified the main research questions of this study and explained the methodological approach. Chapter 2 provides an in-depth analysis of the learning organisation literature in general, and within a school context, and outlines some critiques and challenges. It also reviews some of the assessment instruments that have been developed during the last decades to measure the SLO. Drawing richly from a multi-disciplinary literature review including an exploration of related concepts, Chapter 3 discusses and operationalises the characteristics of the SLO in an integrated model. These are captured in seven overarching dimensions that make up the presented SLO model.
CHAPTER 2: REVIEWING THE (SCHOOLS AS) LEARNING ORGANISATION LITERATURE

Introduction

For many school systems the challenge ahead is formidable. Schools are nowadays urged to learn faster than ever before in order to deal effectively with the growing pressures of a rapidly changing environment. The skills that students need to contribute effectively to society are changing constantly, but our school systems are not keeping up. Most schools look much the same today as they did a generation ago, and teachers themselves are often not developing the practices and skills required to meet the diverse needs of today’s learners (Schleicher, 2012, 2015).

The call for reconceptualising schools into learning organisations is a direct response to these findings. The concept of a school as a learning organisation for many school systems will require rethinking teacher and school leader professionalism in ways that allow them to become high-quality knowledge workers and changing organisational structures and processes in order to create the type of adaptive school organisation that can thrive in a continuously changing external environment. But these are just some of the steps schools will have to take when embarking on the journey of innovation that is to transform them into learning organisations. To understand the school as a learning organisation, it is first necessary to revisit what is known about the concept of the learning organisation as used more generally. This chapter therefore consists of multi-disciplinary literature reviews on the learning organisation and the school as learning organisation in particular. The chapter starts with a discussion on different perspectives of the learning organisation that have emerged from the literature. The discussion is aimed to inform the reader on commonalities and differences among the different interpretations and definitions of the learning organisation.

The next section repeats this exercise, but this time the investigation relates to the concept of the school as a learning organisation. This is done as change evidently is a multi-level and multi-faceted phenomenon, and is indicative of the often-discussed differences between the private and the public sectors (Kuipers et al., 2014; Barrados, 2003). The drivers for organisational change in the public sector are different from those in the private sector, emanating as they do in part from the political system. Organisational change in the public sector to some degree will be distinctive for this reason as well as for reasons to do with the specific nature of the activities undertaken in different sub-sectors: public administration and social security, education, and health and social work (OECD, 2010a).

The search for literature (i.e. books, academic articles and dissertations) on the school as learning organisation is conducted in the English language through: 1) focused searches of nine electronic databases – ERIC, SAGE, Google Scholar, Taylor & Francis, Emerald, JSTOR, SpringerLink, Google, Science Direct – using the search terms ‘school as learning organisation’ and ‘learning school’; and 2) contacts with leading experts in this area of work which have led to the identification of additional literature. The first approach has led to the selection of 25 most frequently found publications on the school as learning organisation and/or learning school. The second approach led to the identification of an additional seven publications that are used to further enrich the analysis.

This analysis is followed by a brief examination of ‘critical voices’ towards learning organisation theory to judge whether they hold ground and, if so, whether they could point towards areas for further development of the school as learning organisation (SLO) concept. After this there is an investigation of

1Though the authors individually master several languages, English is the one language they have in common.
some of the most frequently cited SLO assessment instruments to complement the analysis of the literature and support the identification of the characteristics of the SLO.

A review of the concept of the learning organisation

The concept of the learning organisation plays a pivotal role in contemporary management theory and practice (Nakpodia, 2009; Gronhaug and Stone, 2012), and has done so for several decades. It started gaining popularity in the literature in the late 1980s, becoming more widely used following Senge’s best-seller *The Fifth Discipline: The Art & Practice of The Learning Organization* in 1990. Senge et al. defined a learning organisation as an: “organization where people continually expand their capacity to create the results they truly desire, where new and expansive patterns of thinking are nurtured, where collective aspiration is set free, and where people are continuously learning to see the whole together” (p. 3).

During the last 25 years organisational scholars have focused their work on conceptualising the learning organisation, identifying characteristics of such organisations that have the capacity to continuously learn, adapt and change. The learning organisation literature however is disparate and there are many different definitions. A few scholars have aimed to create order in this “scholarly chaos” by defining categories or typologies of the different approaches to defining the construct.

Among these are Yang, Watkins and Marsick (2008) who provide us with a clear and useful typology that is strongly rooted in the learning organisation literature. It consists of four types or perspectives: “systems thinking”, the “learning perspective”, the “strategic perspective” and the “integrated perspective”.

“Systems thinking”

“Systems thinking” is considered by various scholars to be the conceptual cornerstone of the learning organisation concept. The term learning organisation stems from the ‘general systems theory’ which was created by Karl Ludwig von Bertalanffy (1934). General systems theory is an interdisciplinary practice that describes systems with interacting components, applicable to biology, cybernetics, and other fields. The two basic, opposing types are open and closed systems. Closed or less open systems are less influenced by and have less interaction with their environment. This limits their ability to discover changes that might influence them. In other words closed or less open organisations have less ability to learn (Portfelt, 2006).

A learning organisation is very much an open system, as many scholars have pointed out (e.g. Senior and Swailes, 2010; Argyris and Schön, 1996; Senge et al., 1990, 1999). The characteristics of open systems are their relation to and interaction with the environment as well as the ability to scan and discover changes in that environment (Birnbaum, 1988; O’Conner and McDermott, 1997). Alignment is a state of congruence between organisational sub-elements and their environment. Because the external environment changes, elements of the system must respond in order to restore the equilibrium (Spector, 2006; Birnbaum, 1988; Sporn, 1999).

The best known proponent of systems thinking, without a doubt, is Senge whose work has had a great influence on the thinking around the learning organisation. Senge et al. (1990) noted that the learning organisation is one that possesses not only adaptive capacity but is also ‘generative’ – it has the ability to create alternative futures. The five disciplines identified by Senge et al. that a learning organisation should possess are:

- Team learning – emphasis on the learning activities of the group rather than the development of team process;
Shared vision – ability to unearth shared ‘pictures of the future’ that foster genuine commitment and enrolment rather than compliance;

Mental models – deeply held internal images of how the world works;

Personal mastery – continually clarifying and deepening personal vision, focusing energies, developing patience, and seeing reality objectively; and

Systems thinking – the ability to see the bigger picture, to look at the interrelationships of a system as opposed to simple cause-effect chains; allowing continuous processes to be studied rather than single snapshots.

The fifth discipline, i.e. systems thinking, is Senge’s choice for his book title, and shows us that the essential properties of a system are not determined by the sum of its parts but by the process of interactions between those parts (Yang, Watkins and Marsick, 2008).

Various other scholars share Senge’s views, giving systems thinking a central role in their own interpretations of the concept. Worrell (1995), for example described the learning organisation as:

An organizational culture in which individual development is a priority, outmoded and erroneous ways of thinking are actively identified and corrected, and the purpose and vision of the organization are clearly understood and supported by all its members. Within this framework, the application of systems thinking enables people to see how the organization really works; to form a plan; and to work together openly, in teams, to achieve that plan. (p. 352)

The “learning perspective”

The “learning perspective” is a notion of the learning organisation that is closely linked to organisational learning. Organisational learning as the study of learning processes of and within organisations was introduced in the late 1950s and 1960s, but it was only until the 1990s that the idea of organisational learning became a common concept in organisational theory (Moraga, 2006).

Already in the late 1970s Argyris and Schön (1978) had published their seminal book Organizational learning: a theory in action perspective which was the first to propose a model to facilitate organisational learning. Others have followed in this tradition. Argyris and Schön defined organisational learning as “the detection and correction of error” (p. 2) where learning can take place in three forms: single-loop, double-loop and deutero learning. Single-loop learning occurs when errors are detected and firms carry on with their ongoing policies and goals. In double-loop learning, in addition to detection and correction of errors, the organisation is involved in questioning and modifying existing norms, procedure, policies and objectives, i.e. changing the organisational knowledge base (Dodgson, 1993). Deutero learning, adapted from earlier anthropological theory (Bateson, 1958) occurs when the organisation learns how to carry out single and double-loop learning, for example, by identifying the processes and structures that facilitate learning.

Much of the literature on organisational learning points to the importance of social interaction, context and shared cognitive schemes for learning and knowledge creation (Agyris and Schön, 1978; Lave and Wenger, 1991; Brown and Duguid, 1998). Pedler, Burgoyne and Boydell were arguably the first to give so much prominence to learning (theory) in their formulation of the learning organisation. In their influential article of 1989 The Learning Company they described the learning company – or learning organisation – as “an organization that facilitates the learning of all its members and continually transforms itself” (Pedler et al., 1989, p. 1). In a later report (in 1991) the definition was extended by adding the words “in order to meet its strategic goals”. Pedler et al. (1991) depict the “learning company” as a vision of what might be
possible. It is not brought about simply by training individuals; it can only happen as a result of learning at the whole organisation level.

Another example fitting the learning perspective is provided by Watkins and Marsick who in 1993 defined the learning organisation as “one that learns continuously and transforms itself” (p. 8), a definition they would later further refine as will be discussed below.

Yang, Watkins and Marsick (2008) note that the learning perspective provides a comprehensive focus on aspects of learning at all levels of the organisation but, at the same time (on its own), fails to provide a holistic construct of the concept. Like the systems perspective, the learning perspective captures a principle but fails to provide operational guidance to those wanting to transform their organisation into a learning organisation.

The “strategic perspective”

The “strategic perspective” responds to this lack of operational guidance. According to this approach, a learning organisation requires an understanding of the strategic internal drivers necessary for building learning capacity. Garvin (1993) for example defines a learning organisation as “an organisation skilled at creating, acquiring, and transferring knowledge, and at modifying its behaviour to reflect new knowledge and insights” (p. 80).

This perspective foregrounds the search for new ideas through exploration and exploitation (March, 1991), highlighting the importance of innovation and inquiry.

Strategy is seen as an integral part of the learning process for a learning organisation because it focuses on the organisation’s development of core competencies, both in the present and in the future (Millett, 1998). In Garratt’s (1987) “learning organisation model” top-managers have a central role in defining the strategy of learning processes. Many of the scholars who followed, however, have argued for a more distributed form of leadership. Goh (1998) for example synthesised the management practices and policies related to the construct. He proposes that the learning organisation has five building blocks:

- Clarity and support for mission and vision;
- Shared leadership and involvement;
- A culture that encourages experimentation;
- The ability to transfer knowledge across organisational boundaries; and
- Teamwork and co-operation.

Goh further notes that these building blocks require two main supporting foundations: an effective organisational design that is aligned with and supports the building blocks; and the appropriate employee skills and competencies needed for the tasks and roles described in these strategic building blocks.

Like Goh, other scholars fitting the strategic perspective have attempted to provide clear definitions of the learning organisation with many providing building blocks or action imperatives (e.g. Garvin, 1993; Pedlar et al., 1995; Marsick, 1993; Phillips, 2003; Goh, 1998). These strategic building blocks are aimed at providing practical guidance for operationalising the concept into daily practice (Yang, Watkins and Marsick, 2008). As also argued for by Yang, Watkins and Marsick, a weakness in this approach may be that it emphasises the macro level and thus neglects some commonly defined elements of the learning organisation, such as individual learning.
The “integrative perspective”

Yang, Watkins and Marsick therefore propose a fourth perspective, the “integrative perspective”. In their analysis they refer to the updated definition by Marsick and Watkins (1996) of the learning organisation that seems to consolidate the strengths of the prior perspectives. They describe a learning organisation as one in which: “people are aligned to a common vision, sense and interpret their changing environment, generate new knowledge which they use, in turn, to create innovative products and services to meet customers’ needs” (p. 10).

Their proposed organisational model integrates two main organisational constituents: “people” and “structure”. These are seen as interactive components of organisational change and development. Yang, Watkins and Marsick identified seven action imperatives that characterise companies travelling towards becoming a learning organisation at individual, team and organisational levels:

- Continuous learning, represents an organisation’s effort to create continuous learning opportunities for all its members;
- Inquiry and dialogue, refers to an organisation’s effort in creating a culture of questioning, feedback and experimentation;
- Team learning, reflects the ‘spirit of collaboration and the collaborative skills that undergird the effective use of teams;
- Embedded system for capturing and sharing learning, indicated the efforts to establish systems to capture and share learning;
- Empowerment, signifies an organisation’s process to create and share collective vision and get feedback from its members about the gap between the current status and the new vision;
- System connection, reflects global thinking and actions to connect the organisation to its internal and external environment; and
- Strategic leadership, shows the extent to which leaders think strategically about how to use learning to create change and to move the organisation in new directions or new markets (Yang, Watkins and Marsick, 2004).

A few other scholars have taken a similar approach of reviewing the literature to come up with their own integrated model of the learning organisation. Among these is Örtenblad (2002) who based on a review of the learning organisation literature – primarily on private sector organisations, as well as practitioners’ understandings of the concept, developed a typology and integrated model of the learning organisation. He describes four aspects that all have to be implemented to be called a learning organisation:

- Learning at work - rather than through formal courses which should play a limited role in the learning because it is difficult to apply this type of learning in practice;
- Organisational learning - which is focused on the storage of knowledge in the organisational mind. Learning is viewed as the applications of knowledge at different levels;
- The learning climate - a learning organisation is one that facilitates the learning of all; and
- The learning structure - the learning organisation is one with an organic structure with a high degree of flexibility.
Common characteristics

It should be clear from the above that there are many different interpretations to the learning organisation concept, even among those who have aimed to develop integrated models. These differences often find their origins in the theoretical orientations which scholars most value leading them to review the literature in a delimited area to define their definitions and/or typologies of the learning organisation.

Despite these differences some common characteristics can be identified. First, scholars seem to agree that the learning organisation is a necessity and is implicitly or explicitly argued to be suitable for any organisation — irrespective of culture and branch. Increasing numbers of organisational scholars have come to realise that an organisation’s learning capability will be the only sustainable competitive advantage in the future (Örtenblad, 2002; Yang, Watkins and Marsick, 2004; OECD, 2010a).

Second, most scholars see the learning organisation as a multi-level concept and define the learning organisation as ‘organic’ and in terms of the interrelations between individual behaviours, team organisation and organisational practices and culture (OECD, 2010a).

Third, there is an emphasis on the importance of the beliefs, values and norms of employees for sustained learning. The importance of creating a ‘learning atmosphere’ (Rothwell, 2002), ‘learning culture’ (Gephart et al., 1996) or ‘learning climate’ (Örtenblad, 2002) is frequently discussed in this context. ‘Learning to learn’ as such is a key factor in becoming a learning organisation (OECD, 2010a).

These common characteristics are best reflected in the integrative perspective of the learning organisation. This perspective helps bring further clarity to the concept, with particular reference to the learning organisation model of Marwick and Watkins in which the seven action imperatives (dimensions) also provide necessary operational guidance. Their seven action imperatives (p. 18) might be interpreted in terms of what schools must change to become learning organisations (Watkins and Marwick, 1999). In the next section we will use these to discuss and reflect on some of the school as learning organisation definitions that have been developed throughout the years.

Defining the school as learning organisation

Though the literature on the school as learning organisation (SLO) or learning school has been steadily growing since the 1990s, it is less extended than the learning organisation literature which mostly deals with organisations in the private sector. And like in other sectors, the concept lacks clarity. Part of the problem is that although many scholars have placed the concept at the centre of their academic discussions, often discussing one or more of its key characteristics, several have failed to clearly articulate a definition (e.g. Diggins, 1997; Giles and Hargreaves, 2006; Gunter, 1996; Higgens et al., 2012; Kirkham, 2005; Retna and Tee, 2006; Simonaitene, 2004; Yong, 2000). This is also evident when looking at the outcome of our search for relevant publications (i.e. articles and books) which included an investigation of nine search engines and databases. From the 25 identified publications using the search terms the ‘school as learning organisation’ and/or ‘learning organisation’ five did not provide a definition (see Annex I). As such these scholars, to varying degrees, leave the reader guessing about their theoretical interpretations of the concept in a school context.

The issue is also confounded by a related body of research on “professional learning community”, with a number of scholars writing about both concepts (e.g. Louis and Leithwood, 1998; Fullan, 2001; Stoll et al., 2003; Giles and Hargreaves, 2006). It could be argued that adding the perspective of community brings the heart into the concept of learning organisation. Westheimer (1999) highlights five commonly identified features of community: shared beliefs and understandings; interaction and participation; interdependence; concern for individual and minority views; and meaningful relationships.
Central to the notion of school community is an ethic of interpersonal caring permeating the life of teachers, students and school leaders (Louis al., 1995). The community focus in “professional learning community” emphasises mutually supportive relationships and developing shared norms and values (Stoll et al., 2006), which are strongly influenced by the presence and development of trust (Bryk and Schneider, 2002). As Mitchell and Sackney (2000, p. 6) argue, “the learning community is concerned with the human experience and that this concern is not necessarily evident in a learning organization”. We return to these ideas later.

A further issue arises where educational scholars “zoom in” on a particular feature of organisational learning. For example, Supovitz (2010) defines and explores “knowledge-based organizational learning”, which aligns with the “knowledge worker” imperative (Istance et al., 2012) and endorsing the organisational learning perspective where the underlying ideas: “focus on continuous change, stimulated by multiple sources of knowledge, where knowledge is a constantly changing collective understanding not of ‘facts’ but of the action implications of what is known together” (Louis, 2008, p. 15-21). Some scholars have aimed to define the concept of the learning organisation. These include Senge et al. (2012) who, in applying their wider perspective to the world of education, describe the SLO as one that is:

Re-created, made vital, and sustainably renewed not by fiat or command, and not by regulation, but by taking a learning orientation. This means involving everyone in the system in expressing their aspirations, building their awareness and developing their capabilities together. In a school that learns, people who traditionally may have been suspicious of one another - parents and teachers, educators and local business people, administrators and union members, people inside and outside the school walls, students and adults - recognise their common stake in the future of the school system and the things they can learn from one another. (p. 5)

Senge et al. (2012) suggest that practising the five disciplines of “personal mastery”, “mental model”, “shared vision”, “team learning” and “systems thinking” can empower schools to meet the challenges of educational reforms, and improve their performance.

The work of Senge et al. (2012) has inspired scholars all over the world to develop and assess schools as learning organisations using the five disciplines (e.g. Johnston and Caldwell, 2001; Park, 2008; Hamzah et al., 2011; Moloi et al., 2006). The interpretation of the specific characteristics of the five disciplines however differs among scholars, sometimes considerably. This suggests a lack of clarity and consensus as to how the five disciplines can best be operationalised. While for some this flexibility – or as Örtenblad (2002, 2004) would call it the “vagueness” – may be desirable, for others it diminishes its usefulness as it does not provide sufficient guidance to school leaders, teachers and others as to how to develop their school into a learning organisation. We consider ourselves among this latter group for this very reason.

A gradually growing body of scholars have aimed to provide operational guidance when developing their SLO definitions by describing the processes, strategies and structures that would enable them to learn and react effectively in uncertain and dynamic environments (DuFour, 1997; Giles and Hargreaves, 2006; Fullan, 1995; Kruse, 2003; Louis, 2006; Strain, 2000). DuFour (1997) for example views the SLO as one that devotes considerable attention to shaping the human resource management policies and procedures within the school organisation to facilitate peer learning and collaboration among colleagues.

Where earlier SLO scholars like Watkins and Marsick (1999) and Du Four (1997) have often focused on peer learning and collaboration among colleagues within the same school increasingly scholars have also pointed towards the importance for networked learning and collaboration across the school boundaries, aimed at forging synergies, sharing and creating knowledge and innovations with various
partners (Bowen, Rose and Ware, 2006; Schlechty, 2009; OECD, 2013a). This is an important characteristic to also incorporate in our own SLO model.

In line with the learning organisation strategic perspective, DuFour (2004) emphasises the importance of strategic leadership for creating such conditions; a view that is shared by several other SLO scholars (e.g. Brandt, 2003; Coppieter, 2005). In contrast, Leithwood et al. (1998, p. 86), while endorsing school strategies as conditions fostering organisational learning, conclude from a five-year Canadian study that all eight dimensions of transformational leadership which were examined (e.g. Burns, 1978) “contribute significantly to school conditions fostering organisational learning as well to organisational learning directly”. Identifying and articulating a vision is one of these elements. Other scholars like Watkins and Marsick (1999), Silins, Zarins and Mulford (2002) and Fullan (1995) also place much importance on to the need of establishing a shared vision. Table 2.1 shows that most of the identified publications highlight the importance of having a shared vision to shape the organisation and give a sense of direction to change and innovation efforts. However, it is noteworthy that in many cases – and this includes the work of Watkins and Marsick (1999) – little or no guidance is given as to what this vision is to entail and who it is to apply to. We view this as a shortcoming that we will come back to in detail in Chapter 3.

Table 2.1. SLO literature against the seven action imperatives Watkins’ and Marwick’s learning organisation model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Literature on school as learning organisation</th>
<th>Empowerment towards a shared vision</th>
<th>Create continuous learning opportunities</th>
<th>Promotes team learning and collaboration</th>
<th>Promotes inquiry and dialogue</th>
<th>Embedded system for capturing and sharing learning</th>
<th>Connected to the environment</th>
<th>Strategic leadership for learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Higgins et al. (2012)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Schechter and Mowafaq (2013)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Schechter (2008)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Keefe and Howard (1997)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Fullan (1995)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Harris and Tassel (2005)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Park (2008)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Schechter and Mowafaq (2012)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Silins, Zarins and Mulford (2002)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Paletta (2011)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Kirkham (2005)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Retna and Tee (2006)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Wallace et al. (1997)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Diggins (1997)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Gunter (1996)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Nixon et al. (1996)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Alavi and McComick (2004)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Bowen, Rose and Ware (2006)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Kerka (1995)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Benjamin (2009)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Hamzah et al. (2011)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Coppieters (2005)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 Moloi et al. (2006)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Furthermore, about half of the selected publications explicitly recognise the importance of establishing “embedded systems for capturing and sharing learning” (Watkins and Marsick, 1996) as a key feature of a SLO. The prominence scholars place on this, whether or not by extending the boarders of the learning environment, however varies. While Schechter’s and Mowafaq’s (2012, 2013) view of the SLO is focused mainly on the establishment of what they refer to “learning mechanisms”, as well as on the promotion of team learning and collaboration, most scholars provide a more holistic view of the processes, strategies and structures shaping a SLO (Bowen, Rose and Ware, 2006; Nixon et al., 1996; Silins, Mulford and Zarins, 2002; Schlechty, 2009; Watkins and Marwick, 1999).

One example of a clear and holistic, and therefore useful, definition that provides operational guidance is provided by Watkins and Marsick (1993, 1996) who consider a learning organisation to be one in which people are aligned to a common vision, sense and interpret their changing environment, generate new knowledge which they use, in turn, to create innovative products and services to meet customers’ needs. Their seven action imperatives (p. 11) might be interpreted in terms of what schools should change to become learning organisations (Watkins and Marwick, 1999).

Silins, Mulford and Zarins (2002) provide a similar holistic definition. At the start of the 21st century, they investigated the concept of secondary schools as learning organisations as part of a research project involving South Australian and Tasmanian secondary schools. The findings of this large-scale study (see Chapter 3) informed the formulation of their definition of a school as learning organisation:

Schools as learning organisations employ processes of environmental scanning; develop shared goals; establish collaborative teaching and learning environments; encourage initiatives and risk taking; regularly review all aspects related to and influencing the work of the school; recognise and reinforce good work; and, provide opportunities for continuing professional development (p. 26-27).

Through specific references to, for example, the environmental scanning to inform the internal operations (systems thinking), the focus on developing shared goals (strategic perspective) or the establishment of collaborative learning and teaching environments (learning perspective) these scholars incorporate the strengths of the various learning organisation perspectives and have integrated these into a holistic definition that offers guidance to those wanting to transform their school into a learning organisation.
Common characteristics of the school as learning organisation

In sum, the above offers an insight into the various definitions of the SLO developed over the last 25 years. Although the SLO literature is not as vast as the general learning organisation literature, they have in common that scholarly interpretations of the concept vary, sometimes considerably.

Despite these differences, several common characteristics of the SLO emerge from the literature. First, scholars seem to agree that the SLO is a necessity for dealing with the rapidly changing external environment. Implicitly or explicitly they argue that the concept is suitable to any school organisation, regardless of the context in which the school operates. The latter is exemplified by application of the concept in a wide range of countries, including Australia (Silins, Mulford and Zarins, 2002), England and Wales (Kirkham, 2005), Iran (Ghahramanifard et al., 2013), Israel (Schechter and Mowafaq, 2012), Korea (Park, 2008), Malaysia (Hamzah et al., 2011), South Africa (Moloi et al., 2006; Moloi, 2010) and the United States (Higgins et al., 2012; Harris and Tassel, 2005).

Second, like the learning organisation literature in general, the SLO is defined as “organic” and closely connected to the external environment. Third, the SLO literature strongly emphasises the importance of individual, group and organisational learning with inquiry, problem solving and experimentation as key drivers of change and innovation in education. From our sample of publications almost all scholars highlight the need for promoting team learning and collaboration, and continuous individual learning (see Table 2.1), but they go further than this in implicating investigative and adaptive processes as part of this learning in order to stimulate change and innovation. The fact that many schools are still far removed from the ideal of the learning organisation – while the pressures of the external environment to make this transformation are mounting – argues (more strongly than Watkins and Watkins (1999) and many other SLO scholars have done) for the importance of exploring new ways of doing things and striving for lasting innovations in education practice. Information and communication technologies (ICT) however are rarely discussed in this context while being a powerful driver of educational change and innovation (OECD, 2013a; Kampylis, Punie and Devine, 2015).

Last, much of the literature emphasises the importance of the beliefs, values and norms of employees for continuous and collaborative learning, and the processes, strategies and structures to create the conditions for such learning, experimentation and innovation to flourish. Several scholars have brought these together in holistic, integrated models of the SLO. These models seem to have the greatest potential for advancing the SLO concept in research and practice because of the operational guidance they can provide to all those considering to transform their schools into learning organisations.

Critiques of the learning organisation

The previous section has given voice to some of the most prominent proponents or advocates of the learning organisation or SLO. The concept however is not without its critics. Despite the growing theoretical support and some real-life examples, some critics claim “this emperor has no clothes”, and are sceptical whether this will ever be the case. Most critics have directed their attention to the learning organisation literature, but their critical voices will be equally important for considering the strengths and challenges of the SLO literature.

For example not all scholars agree that the learning organisation is particularly positive for its members (e.g. Cooper, 1998; Driver, 2002; Easterby-Smith et al., 1998). Some have argued that it may serve to bind workers to visions and purposes that do not serve their best interests, while garnering commitment for something that seems to be for the workers’ own good (Easterby-Smith et al., 1998). Without seeking to exert ‘coercive persuasion’ (Schein, 1999), a tightly woven learning organisation may be experienced as increased pressure for conformity by its members, who may question whether they are...
learning to transform the organisation or rather learning to be transformed by the organisation (McHugh et al., 1998). Some scholars have further noted that the embrace of the concept of ‘distributed leadership’ that emerged in parallel to the learning organisation was under-theorized and often neglected issues of practice and issues of power (e.g. Caldwell, 2010).

Even proponents remind us of issues inherent in the concept. Louis and Leithwood (1998), writing about education, refer to Weick and Westley’ (1996) caution that “organizing and learning are essentially antithetical processes, which means the phrase ‘organizational learning’ qualifies as an oxymoron. To learn is to disorganize and increase variety. To organize is to forget and reduce variety” (p. 440).

Although disequilibrium is critical to transformative processes, Louis and Leithwood argue that community in schools is also necessary to guarantee continuity and stability in relationships (Sergiovanni, 1994) and foster the necessary commitment among members.

While not denouncing the valuable arguments raised by critics, it is important to note that at the very least, as Driver (2002) comments, the learning organisation does not offer greater potential for abuse than any other type of organisation. To take a more positive and indeed humanistic view of the learning organisation, as is also the orientation of those studying professional learning communities, the strong emphasis placed on elements such as distributed leadership, the promotion of collaboration and communication, and trust and respect among all members throughout the organisation in fact should limit or ideally even prevent the abuse of power by the schools’ leadership. Indeed, the abuse of power itself should disqualify an organisation from being a learning organisation.

Also, some form of control or accountability to see whether the organisation and its members are working towards achieving its vision or “specific purpose” (Butler, 1991; Robbins et al., 2006) are conditions that allow it to survive and thrive. Such mechanisms play an important role in ensuring the organisation receives the necessary feedback and information for engaging in a cyclical process of trial-and-error learning that provides opportunities to reconceptualise future actions.

Finding the right balance between managerial and employee control and leadership would seem to be where the challenge lies. And this is where Driver (2002) provides us with some useful questions: How do employees perceive the distribution of power and leadership in their organisation? What influence do employees have in defining these controls (“negotiated control”)? How do control mechanisms enhance employee learning? The latter question can also be extended to the learning of the organisation as a whole. These will be important questions to consider in developing our integrated model of the SLO in Chapter 3.

Other critics have noted that many of these normative learning organisation definitions, despite being practitioner-oriented, often lack in clarity and are excessively broad which reduce their utility for researchers and practitioners (e.g. Daft and Huber, 1987; Örtenblad, 2002, 2004; Popper and Lipshitz, 2000). Örtenblad (2004) discusses how this “vagueness” in concept (a term he uses in a neutral meaning) can be considered in both positive and negative ways. He points out that a vague concept can be beneficial to managers. Ambiguous language can help managers to satisfy different subgroups with different, and sometimes even contradicting, interests (Astley and Zammuto, 1992). It can also help adapt the concept more easily to different contexts (Scarborough and Swan, 2001) and can be a condition for creativity by opening up thinking instead of closing it down (Astley and Zammuto, 1992; Bacharach, 1989).

Some will agree that this line of argumentation holds ground. However, vague ideas are difficult to implement and even more difficult to measure (Lipshitz et al., 1996). Several scholars share this view and have set out to clarify the concept, provide management aids (“disciplines” or “characteristics” of and “building blocks” or “action aids” for the learning organisation) and/or diagnostic instruments for assessing and developing an organisation’s learning capabilities. This would seem a valuable way forward for
advancing the concept – in private and public organisations. The empirical evidence generated by these assessment instruments will be essential for responding to critics’ concerns about the lack of clarity and usability of the learning organisation and SLO concepts in practice. In addition, such instruments could be used to test the hypothesis that the SLO, as often assumed, leads to better learning and/or other outcomes. The paucity of empirical evidence on the impact of the SLO is a weakness in much of the literature to date (Schleicher, 2012).

Assessing schools as learning organisations

Since the early 1990s several scholars have explored the existence of SLOs through qualitative case study analysis (e.g. Giles and Hargreaves, 2006; Johnston and Caldwell, 2001; Retna, 2006; Retna and Park Tee, 2006). Increasingly however, following and building on the examples of their peers working in other sectors, SLO scholars have proposed and used assessment instruments to define to what degree contemporary schools correspond to the learning organisation ideal.

Among those in the latter category, several scholars have looked towards the work of Senge et al. (1990, 2012) as a source of inspiration (e.g. Ho Park, 2008; Moloi, Grobler and Gravett, 2006). Moloi, Grobler and Gravett (2006), for example, used the five learning disciplines as the theoretical framework for their study of public schools in the Vanderbijl Park-North District of the Gauteng province of South Africa. The purpose of the research was to investigate the essential features of learning organisations, the perceptions of educators towards these essential features and the guidelines that could be provided for schools to cope with the demands of continuous learning and adaptation in a turbulent environment. Structured questionnaires used consisted of 88 items. They were distributed to a random sample of 50 (20 primary and 30 secondary) schools and were completed by educators at different levels of the organisations. A major finding was that the learning disciplines were fundamental to two factors: a collaborative culture and personal beliefs about educator commitment. The study showed that schools in the Gauteng Province of South Africa can transform into learning organisations by cultivating a climate which develop the kind of collaborative culture and beliefs that stimulate educator commitment.

Another example of a quantitative assessment instrument that aims to measure the characteristics of SLOs is the School Success Profile-Learning Organization (SSP-LO) survey. The SSP-LO survey was designed by Bowen, Rose and Ware (2006) a decade ago and is increasingly cited in the literature (e.g. Berkowitz et al., 2013; Hopson and Steiker, 2008; Jafari and Kalanaki, 2012; Niroo, 2013). The SSP-LO questionnaire consists of two aspects of “actions” and “feelings”. “Actions” are based on behaviours, and mutually functional patterns of members in a SLO, which provide opportunities to educate, to explain responsibilities, and collective attempts to manage organisational objectives. The components of actions are: 1) team orientation; 2) innovation; 3) co-operation; 4) information circulation; 5) error sustainability; and 6) result-based.

“Feelings” are defined as collective modes including positive respect, positive sensations, and attitude among members of the organisation which appear through their acts and interpersonal relationships. The components of this aspect are: 1) common goals; 2) respect; 3) solidarity; 4) confidence; 5) mutual protection; and 6) optimism (Bowen, Rose and Ware, 2006). Various studies internationally confirm the theoretical framework, with the SLO containing two aspects of ‘actions’ and ‘feelings’, each of which possess six components.

Several scholars have also recently used the Dimensions of Learning Organisation Questionnaire (DLOQ) developed by Marsick and Watkins (2003) to explore its suitability for exploring the organisational features of schools as learning organisations (e.g. Benjamin, 2009; Khan, Tanveer and Saleem, 2013; Nazari and Akmaliah Loke Pihie, 2012; Akram, Watkins and Sajid, 2013; McCharen, Song and Martens, 2011; Ariffin, Hashim and Yahya, 2010). The comprehensiveness of the DLOQ and its
proven applicability in various contexts, cultures and types of organisations (Watkins and Dirani, 2013; Moilanen, 2005), including school organisations, also suggests the value of using the DLOQ in schools. Confirmatory factor analysis by Benjamin (2009), however, concludes that a one-factor model is an adequate fit. This is in contrast to Marsick, Watkins and Yang (2004) whose analysis supports a seven factor model. As for other SLO assessment instruments, more research would seem needed to further validate the DLOQ within a school context.

Another shortcoming of most of these studies and assessment instruments is their small scale application. That they mostly deal with validating the construct of the SLO also does not help in gaining a better understanding of the extent to which our contemporary school systems are made up of schools that can be considered learning organisations.

Some of the studies, however, have been more extensive. One such example is the Leadership for Organisational Learning and Student Outcomes (LOLSO) study. This involved 2000 principals and teachers in a random sample of 96 South Australian and Tasmanian secondary schools (Silins, Mulford and Zarins, 2002). The first phase of this project identified the school and leadership characteristics and processes associated with high schools operating as learning organisations. For this the Organisational Learning and Leadership Questionnaire was developed drawing on school and non-school literature on organisational learning. Seven identified constructs of the SLO formed the base for the development of the questionnaire. These were:

- Employed processes of environmental scanning;
- Developed shared goals;
- Established collaborative teaching and learning environments;
- Encouraged initiatives and risk taking;
- Regularly reviewed all aspects related to and influencing the work of the school;
- Recognised and reinforced good work; and
- Provided opportunities for continuing professional development.

Teachers and principals were asked to respond to items representing these seven dimensions on a self-reported five-point Likert type scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5). Although the seven factors structure of the Organisational Learning and Leadership Questionnaire was not supported by the study findings (instead a four-factor nested model was identified), the study’s findings revealed the high-reliability of the questionnaire.

In addition, some instruments serve more as self-assessment instruments to inform the planning of school improvement efforts, rather than for external evaluation purposes. These instruments are part of a larger trend in education policy and practice over the last two decades. The OECD’s international review on evaluation and assessment in education (2013) revealed an almost universal international policy focus on stimulating school self-evaluation, reinforced by supra-national bodies such as the European Union. Nowadays self-evaluation has become widely recognised internationally as integral to effective and sustained school improvement (Ehren et al., 2013; OECD, 2013).

There are wide variations in what self-evaluation might mean in practice and in the degree of accompanying prescription and support provided by countries. Some countries have developed self-assessment instruments around the SLO concept with the aim of inspiring and supporting all those involved (teachers, school leaders, students, parents, etc.) in working towards this ideal.

An example of this is the Developmental Model Learning Organisation of the Netherlands. The school as learning organisation is one of the seven ‘agenda points’ under the country’s ‘Teachers Agenda
2013-2020”. To support the implementation of the strategy this model was developed that consists of five dimensions: 1) the right course; 2) the right start; 3) the right feedback; 4) the right development; and 5) the right differentiation. The model is unique in that it provides clear descriptors of the desired behaviour for each of five Levels in relation to each of the five dimensions. Level 4 describes the desired behaviour of the respective dimension fitting the SLO, while Level 5 describes an even higher level of development. For example, Level 4 of the dimension the ‘right development’ states that ‘a personal development plan is used for teachers and school management at least once a year and this is linked to feedback and school aspirations. Instruments for personal and/or team development needs of teachers and school are linked to personal developments plans’.

These descriptors of desired behaviours are intended to support school leaders, teachers and others involved in the self-assessment of their school and inform the following school improvement efforts. A first evaluation suggested the model served its purpose and provided Dutch school leaders and/or human resource managers with a means for self-evaluation and improvement planning (MoECS, 2014). It is not known whether this also applies to the other members of the school organisation.

An analysis of the dimensions and indicators of each of these assessment instruments shows that the School Success Profile-Learning Organization Survey (Bowen, Rose and Bowen, 2005) and the Organisational Learning and Leadership Questionnaire (Silins, Mulford and Zarins, 2002) fit the seven action imperatives of the DLOQ model well. Apart from the use of descriptors, the Development Model Learning Organisation (School has the Initiative, 2014) differs from the other instruments in that it has fewer indicators (11 at Level 5), making it also less comprehensive. In particular, the model devotes less attention to the importance of team learning and collaboration within and beyond the school compared with the other instruments.

Assessing the effectiveness of the school as learning organisation

While literature pointing towards the importance of turning schools into learning organisations has been accumulating during the last 25 years, there still is relatively little empirical evidence available to support the argument that such schools are also associated with better performance and greater innovation (Schleicher, 2012). From our sample of 32 identified publications on the SLO only five explored the impact on student outcomes (Table 2.2). Not all studies however show a positive impact of the SLO on student outcomes. Bowen, Rose and Ware (2006), for example, first tested their SSP-LO model in 2004 with employees from 11 public middle schools in North Carolina. The results of the quasi-experimental evaluation did not show a statistically significant effect between the capacity of 11 schools as learning organisations and student outcomes, and implementation fidelity for the whole-school intervention was low overall (Bowen, Rose and Ware, 2006).

In contrast, some scholars have provided evidence for “the acclaimed promise” of the SLO on student performance (e.g. Abdul-Haqq, 1998; Brasco, 2008; Teitel, 2003; Harris and van Tassel, 2005; Silins, Mulford and Zarins, 2002; Marks et al., 2002). Among them are those who define student outcomes more broadly than merely in terms of academic outcomes. The Australian LOLSO project described earlier is an example in point. The study revealed that students in Year 10 and Year 12 perceived four non-academic processes of schooling as significant: teachers’ work (e.g. students liking the way teachers teach); academic self-confidence (e.g. students confident of their success); participation (e.g. students responding to questions in class and/or engaging in extra-curricular activities); and engagement (e.g. students identifying with their school). The study showed students were more likely to stay on at school and complete Year 12 if they were engaged with school, but engagement with school only indirectly influenced achievement (through staying on). Features of the home environment (such as having space to study and help with school work) also influenced student participation and self-concept.
Table 2.2. Assessing the effectiveness of the SLO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Literature on school as learning organisation</th>
<th>Student learning outcomes</th>
<th>Other outcomes</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Higgins et al. (2012)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Engagement and participation in school.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Schechter and Mowafaq (2013)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Changes in shared mental models and operating procedures and routines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Schechter (2008)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Changes in behavioural and cognitive outcomes such as shared mental models and causal links-maps of organisational members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Keefe and Howard (1997)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Harris and Tassel (2005)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Shared work and collaboration amongst teachers. Outcomes for teacher candidates and school and university faculty were improved as well as achievement for K-12 students and scores on state-mandated tests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Schechter and Mowafaq (2012)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Raising students test scores; reducing the achievement gap and changing school culture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Silins, Mulford and Zarins (2002)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Improvement of engagement and participation in school changes in school culture and teacher practices that result in improved student performance, attendance, students’ self-concept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Paletta (2011)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Better results in individual learning in Italian, math and science compared with the average of the other schools included in the sample.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Kirkham (2005)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Promotion gained both within the school and in other schools. Teachers’ confidence increased through competence and reflective learning. Findings indicate that there are learning and other gains by all parties when learning is contextualised and purposefully led.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Retna and Tee (2006)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Improvement of communication skills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Wallace et al. (1997)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Diggins (1997)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>People become exceptionally skilled at creating, acquiring and transferring knowledge and at modifying its behaviour to reflect new knowledge and insights in a learning organisation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Gunter (1996)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Nixon et al. (1996)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Alavi and McCormick (2004)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Bowen, Rose and Ware (2006)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Knowledge development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Kerka (1995)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Benjamin (2009)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Hamzah et al. (2011)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Transformational leadership practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Coppieters (2005)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 Moloi et al. (2006)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Brandt (2003)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Schlechty (2009)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Sharing authority and teacher co-operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Davidoff and Lazarus (2002)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Increasing participation rates of all the members of the school community in school.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 Middlewood et. al. (2005)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Sustained and effective collaborative partnerships with all schools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 Leithwood et al. (1998)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Individual and collective understandings, skills, commitments and overt practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Louis and Kruse (1998)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Teachers felt affirmed as professionals and better able to learn; are more comfortable sharing with colleagues and improved relationships; and more aware of whole school issues and needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 Mitchell and Sackney (1998)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Non-threatening atmosphere, willingness to work with and learn from colleagues and better reflection and analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 Senge et al (2012)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Their findings support a growing conviction among scholars, policy makers and education practitioners that what counts as effective education goes beyond academic achievement, and instead should include, for example, ethical values, self-esteem, students’ ability to self-direct learning and personal development, their well-being or happiness (Silins, Mulford and Zarins, 2002; Mulford, 2005; Coppieter, 2005; Hills and Argyle, 2001).

Conclusions

This chapter has provided an insight into the learning organisation and SLO literature which has developed during the last 25 years. Although the SLO literature is not as vast as the general learning organisation literature, they have in common that their scholarly interpretations of the concept vary, sometimes considerably.

Despite the heterogeneity in SLO definitions, common characteristics emerge from reviewing the literature (see p. 23). However, despite commonalities, confusion still reigns about the SLO concept and some critics remain unconvinced about the acclaimed positive potential of the SLO. Further work is therefore needed to clarify the concept, extend its evidence base and assess the impact of the SLO in terms of student outcomes – both academic and broader outcomes such as self-efficacy and well-being, as measures of effectiveness.

To do this, some scholars have set out to clarify the concept by synthesising the literature and working towards an integrated model of the SLO. Some have also developed diagnostic instruments for assessing and improving a school’s learning capabilities and, ultimately, its performance. This would seem to be the right way forward to advance the SLO concept in research and practice because such models and instruments can provide operational guidance to all those considering to transform their schools into learning organisations.

This paper therefore pursues a similar path, using Marwick’s and Watkin’s SLO model as a starting point for developing our own integrated model and assessment instrument of the SLO. Though the analysis of this paper supports the theoretical justification for the seven dimensions of the authors’ model (the DLOQ) it also suggests there is scope for the further refinement of these, as well as the framework of indicators. In particular the literature and the realisation that many of today’s schools are still far removed from the ideal of the learning organisation suggest for more strongly arguing for exploring new ways of doing things and striving for sustainable innovations in educational practice. In this, the role of ICT will also need to be brought more to the fore.

Schools also need further guidance around the content of a shared vision i.e. what it should focus on and who it should apply to. In addition, the evidence points to the need to further clarify teacher and school leader professionalism in ways that allow them to become high-quality knowledge workers which includes promoting engagement in networked learning and collaboration across school boundaries. Support staff should not be overlooked as a school as a learning organisation depends on the joint efforts of all of its staff to blossom and continue thriving. Implications of all of this for leadership also need reconsidering.

These and other issues will be elaborated on in Chapter 3.
CHAPTER 3: DEFINING AN INTEGRATED MODEL OF THE SCHOOL AS LEARNING ORGANISATION

Introduction

A steadily growing body of scholars and practitioners has tried to define, describe and measure the school as learning organisation (SLO). No one, however, has fully succeeded in bringing clarity and a common understanding of the concept. Although reaching consensus on this is a daunting task, it may be achieved through further research and sustained international dialogue among scholars, policy makers and education practitioners. This paper, and particularly this chapter, captures our intent to contribute to this effort.

This paper’s analysis supports using the seven dimensions of Marwick’s and Watkins’ (school as) learning organisation model as a starting point for our theoretical foundation. It also suggests that there is potential to refine the model, including its framework of indicators, to further strengthen its applicability to contemporary school organisations and the leadership of innovative learning environments (OECD, 2013a).

The presented SLO model will draw heavily from the SLO literature, but also from other relevant literatures, for example organisational behaviour, knowledge management, learning sciences, school improvement and effectiveness, and professional learning literatures. This is because there is much to gain from building bridges to related literatures and concepts, like well-established literature on “professional learning communities” (e.g. Kruse, Louis and Bryk, 1995; Du Four et al., 2006; Stoll et al., 2006) or “learning environments” (e.g. Simons and Masschelein, 2008; OECD, 2013a) as these may help in working towards a common understanding of the SLO that is both solidly founded in the literature and is recognisable to all parties involved, i.e. education practitioners, policy makers, parents and others.

Watkins and Marsick (1999) refer to their dimensions as “action imperatives – activities people need to be involved in – that characterize companies becoming learning organizations”. This fits with the general action orientation of the learning organisation literature. In contrast to organisational learning literature, learning organisation literature frequently focuses on using tools to help identify, promote and evaluate the quality of learning processes in the organisation (Easterby-Smith and Araujo, 1999; Tsang, 1997). The term used in this paper, “action-oriented dimensions”, is intended to convey that the learning organisation is not static; it is sensitive to shifts in the local and wider environment, and adapts accordingly. It also conveys our interest in supporting schools and education systems in developing themselves as learning organisations.

In this chapter we present each of the seven dimensions and, where necessary, elaborate on and/or divert from these. The underlying key characteristics of the dimensions, referred to as “elements”, are discussed in detail. The chapter concludes with a short presentation of the entire integrated SLO model and a definition of the school as learning organisation.

The elements will form the starting point for development of the indicators of the School as Learning Organisation Assessment instrument (preliminary name). The SLO model and assessment instrument are intended to provide practical guidance to policy makers, school staff and other stakeholders that wish to develop theirs schools into learning organisations. Like Watkins and Marsick (1999), they are to provide a
lens on how the organisation “supports and uses learning at an individual, team and organizational level” in order to determine whether it is using learning to improve and transform itself and enhance its outcomes. In that sense, it is both a process the school goes through which is the means to an end – the ultimate difference that is made for children and young people – and a positive intermediate outcome in its own right; a school that is a powerful and thriving learning organisation. The elements highlight both what a school aspires to and the processes it goes through in its journey of developing itself as a learning organisation.

Based on the literature, our starting hypothesis is that the seven action-oriented dimensions, together, add up to a sustainable learning culture and that the whole – successfully realising all seven dimensions – is greater than the sum of the parts. At this time, it is not clear how individual dimensions relate to each other, whether some are more important than others, whether any might be transversal, crossing the others as in the warp and weft of weaving. Analysis of indicators in the second phase of the project will enable these issues to be explored, and a refined integrated SLO model to be developed.

There appears, however, to be a set of transversal themes which flow through all of the dimensions. We call these the 4 T’s: trust, time, technology and thinking together. Although they may appear with more prominence in our review of a particular dimension, they exert their influence right across the whole. For example, trust underpins the kind of relationships needed internally and externally for SLOs to thrive. Similarly, time is an essential structure for all aspects of school development. ICT enters the SLO in many different ways; it plays an essential role in shaping the learning – of students, teachers, school leaders, parents and others, and serves as a durable and valuable means for creating and transferring knowledge and facilitating collaboration within and across schools and with the external environment. And as the SLO is essentially a social enterprise, thinking together comes into play in developing a shared vision and when welcoming outside approaches as it does when staff are working as a team.

**Defining the “action-oriented dimensions” and underlying “elements” of the school as learning organisation**

Presentation of each of the seven action-oriented dimensions follows the same format. We outline the dimension’s name and elements, then describe the literature on which this is based and provide case examples. The elements include both action processes to enhance the dimension and learning culture outcomes – what it looks like, sounds like, feels like, etc.

**Developing a shared vision centred on the learning of all students**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SLO Dimension</th>
<th>Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Developing a shared vision centred on the learning of all students | • A shared and inclusive vision aims to enhance the learning experiences and outcomes of all students  
• The vision focuses on a broad range of learning outcomes, encompasses both the present and the future, and is inspiring and motivating  
• Learning and teaching are oriented towards realising the vision  
• Vision is the outcome of a process involving all staff  
• Students, parents, the external community and other partners are invited to contribute to the school’s vision |

When reviewing the learning organisation literature, whether or not in a school context, many scholars recognise the importance of having a shared vision to shape the organisation and give it a sense of direction (e.g. Caldwink and Spinks, 1992; De Vito, 1996; Duden, 1993; Hiatt-Michael, 2001; Fullan, 1999; Schlechty, 2009; Senge et al., 2012; Silins, Zarins and Mulford, 2002; Wallace et al., 1997, see
Annex A). Caldwell and Spinks (1992) refer to school vision as “a mental picture … an image of the way [members] would like the school to be in the future” (p.37). A vision can create energy when it inspires people to reach for ambitious goals (Leithwood and Riehl, 2003), and it can act as a motivating force for sustained action to achieve these individual and school goals.

Some of the SLO and other literature diverts or adds more details in noting what a vision should include. To be really shared and owned, individuals need to perceive the vision and goals to include a moral purpose (Fullan, 1999). This is what drives people’s commitment. The moral purpose should appeal to the common good of the community and becomes the core force that binds the individuals together. We endorse the views of scholars like Schlechty (2009), Senge et al. (2012) and those focusing on educational effectiveness and improvement (e.g. Chapman et al., 2016) who note the importance of ensuring that all students are achieving at high levels. Although a focus on pragmatic questions related to classroom management or increasing attendance may be legitimate goals they cannot replace the power of a more ambitious and compelling vision that aims at enhancing the learning of all students.

What is quality?

Student outcomes measured currently by PISA, the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) and the Progress in International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS) help us understand part of the picture, and knowledge is increasingly extensive about teaching practices that are associated with better quality in such student outcomes (e.g. Hattie, 2009). These outcomes, though, do not tell us everything we need to know about what it means for children and young people to be successful at school and prepared for life after they leave school. Other vitally important non-cognitive outcomes include students’ personal and social development, such as wellbeing (OECD, 2009; UNICEF Office of Research, 2013; Rees and Main, 2015; Rees, Bradshaw and Andresen, 2015) or resilience (Benard, 1995; Masten, 2012). Wellbeing is now included in some jurisdictions’ curricula (e.g. Ontario and Scotland).

In addition to being important outcomes in their own right, non-cognitive outcomes fit within a framework focused on learning in its broadest sense. Twenty years ago UNESCO’s Commission on Education for the Twenty-First Century (UNESCO, 1996) argued that:

| Traditional responses to the demand for education that are essentially quantitative and knowledge-based are no longer appropriate. It is not enough to supply each child with a store of knowledge to be drawn on from then on. Each individual must be equipped to seize learning opportunities throughout life, to broaden her or his knowledge, skills and attitudes, and to adapt to a changing, complex and interdependent world. |

To this end, in an inspiringly titled report Learning: The Treasure Within, the Commission proposed “four fundamental types of learning” – learning to know, learning to do, learning to live together and learning to be. Learning to be focuses on what is required for a person to develop to their fullest potential psycho-socially, affectively as well as physically, so that they can be “an all-round complete person”.

Other essential outcomes, including 21st century skills (Wagner, 2008; Trilling and Fadal, 2009) are now included in a number of countries’ curricula (e.g. Singapore, Scotland, Ireland), other countries’ investigations (e.g. in Norway, Ludvigsen, 2015), and recent and forthcoming PISA assessments (e.g. collaborative problem solving).

Ensuring equity

Having a vision statement which is committed to enhancing the lives of all students is vitally important as one of the biggest challenges facing society today is to integrate those on the margins of society whose learning has not been sufficiently developed to give them confidence in themselves. Not
only is their exclusion at the margins a waste of human potential, but their alienation poses a real threat to democracy (Diggins, 1997). Unless extra effort is made to include these students we will reconstitute the status quo. Both quality and equity are fundamental. Research and daily practice show us that learning is indeed possible for all of us and is not confined to the very bright or socio-economically advantaged (Dumont, Istance and Benavides, 2010; McClelland and Burnham, 1995; OECD, 2013b).

Many examples exist of schools and even education systems around the globe that have realised their vision to succeed in uplifting the learning of even the most disadvantaged children. Von Ostade primary school in the city of The Hague, the Netherlands, provides an example in point. Located in the Schilderswijk, one of the city’s most disadvantaged neighbourhoods, its students are almost exclusively of migrant and/or low socio-economic backgrounds. In response, the school sets high standards for all of its students and places extra emphasis on the learning of the Dutch language and mathematics. Its goal is for students’ results to be equal to or above those of the national average. For a number of years its students have performed well on the end of primary education exam and many of them continue to perform well in secondary education. In 2014 for the third time in a row, in recognition of its work, Van Ostade School received the “Excellent School” award and is considered a learning organisation (Education Inspectorate of the Netherlands, 2015). The school ensures that vision and improvements to learning and teaching are closely linked.

PISA 2012 further shows that the countries which have shown significant improvement in student performance since 2000, like Brazil, Germany, Greece, Italy, Mexico, Tunisia and Turkey, have managed to reduce the proportion of low-achieving students. The evidence shows that even over time, excellence and equity in education are not mutually exclusive goals (OECD, 2013b).

Learning for quality and equity

It is essential to understand the nature of learning to understand how teaching can most powerfully enhance learning (Lambert and McCombs, 1998; Stoll, Fink and Earl, 2003; Dumont, Istance and Benavides, 2010). An OECD project on Innovative Learning Environments (ILE) started by examining the literature on the nature of learning, and then identifying research-informed principles of learning to guide development of learning environments for the 21st century.

- Make learning central, encourage engagement, and be where learners come to understand themselves as learners;
- Ensure that learning is social and often collaborative;
- Be highly attuned to learners’ motivations and the importance of emotions;
- Be acutely sensitive to individual differences including in prior knowledge;
- Be demanding for each learner but without excessive overload;
- Use assessments consistent with these aims, with strong emphasis on formative feedback; and
- Promote horizontal connectedness across learning activities and subjects, in and out of school. (Dumont, Istance and Benavides, 2010).

The ILE project gathered examples from more than 20 countries of schools and other cases using different learning arrangements while “promising to meet the ambitious objectives needed for the 21st century”. Box 3.1 presents some of the ILE “school” visions, frequently seen in the school’s curriculum, learning strategies and resources, and learning partnerships.
Box 3.1. Visions for innovative learning environments

The motto at the Institute Beatenberg (Bern, Switzerland) is “fit for life”. This fitness is achieved by the interplay of sustainable and ready-to-use knowledge, skills and attitudes, including social skills (“Sozialkompetenz”) and the ability to assume responsibility for one’s own learning and working. Lifelong learning, an eagerness to learn, and a high level of motivation are essential for success, and learning skills are thus in high demand and must be developed at school. Skills matrices (or “competence matrices”, “Kompetenzraster”) used are grids with skills in a subject or field on one axis and a scale of proficiency on the other. Each cell contains a description of what a learner is supposed to be able to do at the respective level. In every subject the students can determine their skills level on the corresponding skills matrix.

At the Escola Móvel (Portugal), the aim is to give permanent access to a virtual national-curriculum learning environment for secondary-age students who would otherwise be excluded. The content is delivered through online, synchronous classes and includes both individual subjects and cross-curricular areas, personalised through an individual tutor. The virtual learning environment is complemented by four face-to face weeks a year for each learner.

Education for Sustainable Development, Flaveit School, Bergen (Norway) translates its focus on education for sustainable development into a programme on waste disposal, for which it co-operates with a waste management company. It co-operates with a green agency on water resources, as well as with a large company which shows the children the environmental issues that large companies face. The objective of the programme is to educate the students to see their place in society and work towards a sustainable future.


Frequently, research on the nature of learning endorses research findings on effective teaching. For example, the ILE fifth principle argues that schools should set clear expectations for students (Muijs et al., 2014), demand hard work and challenge them without overloading. All students need to be sufficiently challenged to reach above their existing level and capacity. However having high expectations of all students should not be limited to schools but requires parents, communities and society at large to do the same if equity in learning opportunities is to prevail (Frome and Eccles, 1998; Dumont, Istance and Benavides, 2010).

The report’s research highlights a range of “building blocks” associated with the principles – inquiry-based approaches, cooperative learning, service learning, home-school partnerships, formative assessment, and learning with digital technology, viewed as essential for educating students “to be successful in a complex and interconnected world that faces rapid technological, cultural, economic, informational, and demographic change” (Kamylis et al., 2015, p. 6).

A vision of SLO should therefore include two things: a front and centre commitment to making a difference in the learning and lives of all students, especially disadvantaged students; and a focus on the “core of the matter” i.e. the teaching and learning (Fullan, 1995) which, in relation to the school as a learning organisation, we articulate as the learning and teaching.

Creating the vision

The content of the vision is fundamental, but the process to create the vision is also important. Having a shared vision is more an outcome of a process than it is a starting point, and it entails an inclusive process
to create ownership (Fullan, 2006). For the school’s leadership to simply present a vision to the rest of the school staff may not engage people over the long run, and even risk resistance. Marwick and Watkins (1996) therefore note that the organisation should invite people to contribute to the vision. The implications of research on students’ learning experiences are that students, as autonomous, self-regulated learners, also should be meaningfully involved in school reform decisions which affect their learning (Mitra, 2007; Smyth, 2007). Students are represented on the governing councils and boards of schools in a number of countries. As Senge et al. (2000, p. 25) note: “Students can be some of the most effective instigators for organizational learning”.

Both individuals and groups need to spend time reflecting and talking in order to develop a truly shared vision for the organisation. This is important as organisational change can be difficult and takes time. People who have committed to a shared vision based on shared beliefs are more likely to persist with their efforts when they confront difficulties than are those whose only reason for participation is compliance with a directive from above (Schlechty, 2009).

To promote organisational learning, a vision also needs to be meaningful and pervasive in conversations and decision-making (Leithwood, Jantzi and Steinbach, 1998). This dialogue however should not be limited to those normally working within the physical confounds of the school building. Instead, to be truly shared and relevant, for students and society, the development of a vision should include external stakeholders, including parents, the community, other education institutions or companies (School has the Initiative, 2014). They have a common stake in each other’s future and the future of their community, and successful implementation of any school vision increasingly depends on such “partnerships” as a means for growing social and professional capital (Hargreaves and Fullan, 2012), and for sustaining innovative change (Harris and van Tassel, 2005; OECD, 2013a).

In summary, success in school is very possible for all students, even those most socio-economically disadvantaged. The starting point for such great achievements and for others related to students’ wellbeing and 21st century learning is a truly shared vision that focuses all efforts on enhancing the learning of all students.

**Promoting and supporting continuous professional learning for all staff**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SLO Dimension</th>
<th>Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creating and supporting continuous professional learning for all staff</td>
<td>• All staff engage in continuous professional learning&lt;br&gt;• New staff receive induction and mentoring support&lt;br&gt;• Professional learning is focused on student learning and school goals&lt;br&gt;• Staff are fully engaged in identifying the aims and priorities for their own professional learning&lt;br&gt;• Professional learning challenges thinking as part of changing practice&lt;br&gt;• Professional learning connects work-based learning and external expertise&lt;br&gt;• Professional learning is based on assessment and feedback&lt;br&gt;• Time and other resources are provided to support professional learning&lt;br&gt;• The school's culture promotes and supports professional learning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A rapidly changing world requires schools and the people working in them to learn faster in order to deal effectively with the growing pressures of the external environment (Fullan, 1995; Molo, Grobler and Gravett, 2006; Silins, Mulford and Zarins, 2002; Schleicher, 2011). Student learning becomes “inseparable from professional learning”, with a culture “in which learning flows across boundaries of role and status. The professional learning environment sets the stage for the student learning environment” (MacBeath and Townsend, 2011, p. 1247).
Continuous learning of all professionals

The kind of education needed today requires teachers to be high-level knowledge workers who constantly advance their own professional knowledge as well as that of their profession (OECD, 2013a; Schleicher, 2012, 2015). Taking this on board, and a growing body of evidence that shows that teachers’ professional development can have a positive impact on student performance and teachers’ practice (Yoon et al., 2007; Hill, Beisiegel and Jacob, 2013; Timperley et al., 2008) has led scholars, education practitioners and policy makers around the world to support the notion of investing in quality career-long opportunities for professional development and learning (see Box 3.2). Some jurisdictions and national organisations have also developed professional learning standards or their equivalent (e.g. Learning Forward, 2011; AITSL, 2012; GTCS, 2012), highlighting that standards for teaching need to be complemented by standards which ensure high quality learning opportunities for teachers and other practitioners.

Box 3.2. Key components of the professional life cycle

The OECD TALIS report (OECD, 2014) groups the key components of a professional life-cycle; a systemic approach to human resource development into three stages following initial phases of selection and pre-service education: induction, or the initial introduction and socialisation of educators to the work environment and the general expectations of their role in the overall system; mentoring, or the collaborative transfer of knowledge and practice between more experienced and competent practitioners to early career practitioners; and continuous professional development, or the routine enhancement, up-dating, and deepening of knowledge and skills as practitioners advance through their careers, and as knowledge and skill requirements of their work increase as a result of research-based advances in practice.


The learning of leaders is equally important within a school as a learning organisation, given that aspiring leaders frequently do not yet possess the skills for leading schools in the 21st century (Huber, 2004). An OECD initiative on Improving School Leadership concluded that leadership development needs to be a lifelong learning process through different stages in the school leadership career (Pont et al., 2008). In line with the learning organisation emphasis on feedback loops, ensuring the impact of professional development of leaders is also highlighted (Huber, 2011). Leadership is, and should be a continuous process of learning (MacBeath and Dempster, 2008). The school leader as “lead learner” (Barth, 2001) engages seriously in their own learning – alone and with colleagues (Robertson, 2016, in press), is exposed to the best theories and practices on school leadership for learning and teaching to thrive (Hamzah et al., 2011) and participates with teachers in learning how to move the school forward (Fullan, 2014; Robinson, 2011).
From professional development to professional learning

Notably, there has been a shift in language over the last few years, so while the term “professional development” continues to be used, there is a move towards, and increasing preference for “professional learning”. This better captures the active involvement of the educator in their own learning (Stoll et al., 2012) and nature of adult self-regulated learning (Bransford et al., 2000) that is likely to be necessary in a world which requires teachers to be knowledge workers and schools to be learning organisations. As Easton (2008, p. 756) argues “it is clearer today than ever that educators need to learn, and that’s why professional learning has replaced professional development. Developing is not enough. Educators must be knowledgeable and wise. They must know enough in order to change. They must change in order to get different results. They must become learners …”.

This language change can be seen, for example, in the renaming of what was formerly the National Staff Development Council – the major professional organisation in the United States focusing on the professional development and learning – to Learning Forward.

The SLO is one that ensures the learning needs of all its staff, i.e. teachers, school leaders and support staff, are met (Silins et al., 1998; Kampylis, Punie and Devine, 2015) as individual learning is a precursor to group and organisational learning (Schechter and Mowafaq, 2013) and ultimately for schools to become learning organisations. This dimension focuses specifically on the individual learner, although targeted support is, of course, a social process. Collaborative learning of groups and teams is a major feature of the next dimension.

The starting point for professional learning

To be effective, professional learning must be seen as a long-term continuous inquiry process spanning their professional life cycle and focused on school goals and student learning (Fullan, 1995; Silins, Mulford and Zarins, 2002; OECD, 2015b). In a SLO, staff are also fully engaged in identifying aims and priorities for their own professional learning – in line with school goals and student learning needs as reflected in the school’s development plan (Wallace, Engel and Mooney, 1997; Education Scotland, 2015; School has the Initiative, 2014; Fullan, 1995). In particular, there is increasing emphasis on using the problems students face in their learning as the starting point for inquiry-led professional learning (Timperley, 2011; Halbert and Kaser, 2013).

Induction and mentoring

Several SLO scholars have pointed to the importance of induction and mentoring programmes for new teachers and assigning them to experienced teachers to provide them with invaluable assistance as they face their first students and for advancing their professional development (Du Four, 1997; Schlechty, 2009; School has the Initiative, 2014; Marwick and Watkins, 1996). Countries like Finland, Germany, Northern Ireland and Singapore have mandatory induction periods that allow starting teachers to receive systematic support. In Singapore for example teachers for the first three years of teaching have 20% less teaching hours and receive mentoring support.

Mentoring in a SLO should not be limited to those new to the profession; rather it should include professionals throughout their career. Mentoring as a practice over the career of a teacher, school leader and support staff can have a positive effect on both morale and practice (Thompson et al., 2004; OECD, 2014, 2015). The introduction of new curricula or new pedagogical practices typically require teachers to engage in extended learning and trial and error, which can benefit from close relationships with other teachers who have had prior training and experience in the new practice. Mentoring also has benefits for mentors (Holloway, 2001), supporting their own continuous professional learning. Across countries
participating in the Teaching and Learning International Study (TALIS) 2013, on average, 14% of teachers reported that they served as mentors, whereas in Singapore, Korea and England (United Kingdom) the numbers were considerably higher (39%, 34% and 31% respectively) (OECD, 2014).

**Feedback for reflection that challenges thinking**

Effective professional learning and growth also depends on regular assessment and feedback and when shaped in a structured and purposeful manner it can have a strong positive influence on teachers’ professional development and their daily practice (Hattie and Timperley, 2007; Kirkman, 2005; OECD, 2005; Schleicher, 2011, 2014). When teachers seek, or are at least open to, feedback from school leaders, other teachers, or students it can greatly enhance their professional learning and their performance. For this to happen, assessment and feedback need to take place in an atmosphere of trust and a culture that supports learning (Stoll et al., 2003). Assessment and providing feedback should be built into the daily practice of all staff. Appraisals help ensure the alignment of professional learning with school goals, but it is not the tool per se that counts most in helping the professional learning of staff (Darling-Hammond et al., 2014).

Feedback and other reflection-promoting approaches may be helpful in challenging educators’ thinking and assumptions about their practice, which is an important feature of effective professional learning (Kelchtermans, 2004; Timperley et al, 2008). Effective professional learning and development promotes reflection and analysis around the underpinning rationale and evidence for new practices (Higgins et al., 2015), providing intentional interruption of previous assumptions (Katz and Dack, 2013). Such reflection, analysis and challenge to thinking patterns – existing mental models in terms of learning organisations – is necessary to bring about and embed change.

**Embedding professional learning in the workplace**

Professional development and learning need to be embedded into the workplace. Learning opportunities outside the school premises, for example formal education courses at universities or participation in workshops, can play an important role in the professional learning of individual staff. But research evidence clearly points to the importance of ensuring professional learning opportunities are sustainable (Darling-Hammond et al., 2009) and embedding them into the workplace (Örtenblad, 2002; OECD, 2010a; Joyce et al., 1999; Fullan, Rincon Gallardo and Hargreaves, 2015). This is endorsed in the professional learning community and other related literature (Rosenholtz, 1989; Louis, Kruse et al, 1995; Stoll et al, 2006). Strong performing education systems like those of Singapore and Japan have institutionalised this good practice and have put the majority of professional development resources as close as possible to the point of use. In Singapore, for example, teachers are entitled to 100 hours of professional development each year. The majority of professional development is provided on site in the schools where teachers work, and is directed at the specific goals and problems teachers and school leaders are addressing in those schools. Each school has a fund for professional development that it can use to address specific knowledge and skills needs (OECD, 2015b).

**The importance of providing time and other resources**

Many countries currently ensure a formal entitlement to professional learning for their teachers and other school staff. However, the evidence shows this to be insufficient. TALIS for example, highlights that more than half (51%) of the teachers in participating countries reported that their work schedule conflicts with professional development, about a third (32%) reported a lack of support from their employer as a barrier to professional development, and more than two out of five (44%) noted that professional development is too expensive (OECD, 2014).
The SLO literature is adamant about the need to allocate sufficient time, finances and mentoring support and/or the removal of any (other) potential barriers to professional development (Du Four, 1997; Marwick and Watkins, 1996; School has the Initiative, 2014; Wohlstetter et al., 1994). There can be no organisational learning without individual learning, but individual learning must be shared and used by the organisation and its members (Kerka, 1995). This brings us to the next dimension of the SLO model – fostering team learning and collaboration.

**Promoting team learning and collaboration among all staff**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SLO Dimension</th>
<th>Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Promoting team learning and collaboration among all staff | • Staff learn how to work together as a team  
• Collaborative working and collective learning – face-to-face and through ICTs – are focused and enhance learning experiences and outcomes of students and/or staff practice  
• Staff feel comfortable turning to each other for consultation and advice  
• Trust and mutual respect are core values  
• Staff reflect together on how to make their own learning more powerful  
• The school allocates time and other resources for collaborative working and collective learning |

While the previous dimension does not suggest that the individual professional is isolated as a learner, this dimension highlights the importance of the social nature of the SLO. Senge et al. (1990, 2012) and various other scholars have noted that team learning is a critical dimension of the SLO as “teams, not individuals, are the fundamental learning unit in modern organizations”. Team learning and collaboration are central to the SLO and support the pedagogical development of teachers and support staff. They are focused on student learning and are the means to enhancing that learning (Fullan and Quinn, 2015).

**Collaboration for team learning**

Schools are rife with team activity, but team activity is not team learning. As Senge et al. (2000, p.73) explain: “At its core, team learning is a discipline of practices designed, over time, to get the people of a team thinking and acting together”. Team learning, therefore, is not collaborative learning per se, but the collective learning of minds coming together. Neuroscience confirms that we learn through social interaction (Dumont, Istance and Benavides, 2010) as knowledge is socially constructed, and socio-cultural theories also highlight the importance of learning through participating in communities of practice (Wenger, 1998) – reflecting what learning science informs us about effective learning of students, so a SLO encourages collaborative work and collective learning among its staff.

Teacher subject groups, staff development teams, site teams and team teaching, often involving assistant teachers or other support staff, shape the everyday live in contemporary schools. This makes teaching more than a process experienced by professionally isolated individuals in their respective classrooms and instead enables a professional growth process in which teachers learn from and with each other by sharing of knowledge and expertise (Husband and Short, 1994; Kruse and Louis, 1997; Newmann, King and Youngs, 2000). But teamwork and collaboration can be shallow. In SLOs staff have a positive attitude towards collaboration and team learning: there is a willingness to think and act together (Senge et al., 2012), so they meet regularly to address challenges and solve problems. In such an environment staff feel comfortable turning to each other for consultation and advice because there is mutual support among staff (Silins, Mulford and Zarins, 2002). This requires staff learning how to work and learn in teams (Marwick and Watkins, 1999; Silins et al., 1998), sometimes supported by external
facilitation (Senge et al., 2012), and focusing on team building which includes teaching everyone needed skills of dialogue, negotiation, consensus, and meeting management (Marwick and Watkins, 1999; Lunenburg, 2011; Senge et al., 2012).

**Professional learning communities and joint practice development**

According to Senge et al. (1990, 2012) a consequence of team learning is the establishment of professional learning communities in which members focus on the learning of students rather than on teaching, work collaboratively, and hold themselves accountable for results (Du Four, 2004). Collective responsibility is a key characteristic of professional learning communities (Kruse et al., 1995; King and Newmann, 2001; Stoll et al., 2006). Strong professional learning communities are collaborative cultures which deal with change more effectively (Fullan, 2003; Hargreaves, 2007) and where people care for each other as individuals, and commit to the vision the organisation is pursuing, as well as pursuing tasks of analysis and improvement together (Hargreaves, 2003; Giles and Hargreaves, 2006). Such supportive teacher work environments also tend to facilitate recruitment and retention of staff (Toole and Louis, 2002).

Peer networks are increasingly viewed as a fundamental aspect of teacher and school leader professionalism (Wang et al., 2014) because of their potential for knowledge sharing, collaboration and support. Collegial relations between staff can take various forms. Little (1990) describes the form most likely to lead to deeper learning and improvement as “joint work”, because it creates greater interdependence, collective commitment, shared responsibility, and review and critique. Exploring this concept further, Fielding et al. (2005) view it as “the process of learning new ways of working through mutual engagement that opens up and shares practices with others”. This “deprivatisation” of practice, as it is described in literature on professional learning communities (e.g. Kruse et al., 1995) is focused on practice being open to the scrutiny and feedback of others. It is collaborative and mutual professional learning. A prime example from Japan, also taken up in other countries, is Jyoukenkyuu, Lesson Study (see Box 3.3) (Stigler and Hiebert, 1999; Yoshida, 1999) in which teachers engage in structured processes that include joint lesson planning, observing and commenting on colleagues’ classes. This has been the main form of professional learning in Japan, one of OECDs strongest performing education systems, for more than 100 years (Takahashi and McGougal, 2016). It is also used as a strategy to support implementation of new curricula.

Regular classroom observation by peers, mentoring or team teaching may also be more effective for increasing professional learning of staff, especially where colleagues support each other in problem solving (Higgins et al., 2015).
Box 3.3. Lesson study - a means for collaborative professional learning of teachers in Japan

In Japan, all teachers participate in regular lesson studies in their schools. The Japanese tradition of lesson studies in which groups of teachers review their lessons and how to improve them, in part through analysis of student errors, provides one of the most effective mechanisms for teachers’ self-reflection as well as being a tool for continuous improvement. Observers of Japanese elementary school classrooms have long noted the consistency and thoroughness with which a mathematics concept is taught and the way in which the teacher leads a discussion of mathematical ideas, both correct and incorrect, so that students gain a firm grasp on the concept. This school-by-school lesson study often culminates in large public research lessons. For example, when a new subject is added to the national curriculum, groups of teachers and researchers review research and curriculum materials and refine their ideas in pilot classrooms over a year before holding a public research lesson, which can be viewed electronically by hundreds of teachers, researchers and policy makers.

The tradition of lesson study in Japan also means that Japanese teachers are not alone. They work together in a disciplined way to improve the quality of the lessons they teach. That means that teachers whose practice lags behind that of the leaders can see what good practice is. Because their colleagues know who the poor performers are and discuss them, the poor performers have both the incentive and the means to improve their performance. Since the structure of the East Asian teaching workforce includes opportunities to become a master teacher and move up a ladder of increasing prestige and responsibility, it also pays for the good teacher to become even better.


Supporting collaborative learning with technology

Technology offers great potential for enhancing collaborative learning. From the perspective of Vygotsky and others, professional knowledge, thinking and practice is socially situated and distributed in that knowledge is bound up with a professional’s tools, resources and collaborators. Online professional learning needs to take account of this network of tools and resources, but also provides the opportunity both to further the life of existing communities and to create new learning communities by connecting people and enabling them to explore and share practice (Drayton and Falk, 2009), as the example of eTwinning Europe (Box 3.4) highlights. Connectivism is described as “a learning theory for a digital age” (Siemens, 2012). An underpinning argument is that in order for people to continue to learn, they need to maintain a range of connections – neural, conceptual and social/external networks (Siemens, 2008). A key principle of e-learning, therefore is that interaction with others gives them the capacity to communicate around the same topic or when using the same resource. Swanson (2013) examines how professionals use social media for professional learning in personal learning networks. Their learning “user-generated learning” occurs through active curation, reflection, and contributing to a self-selected collaborative space. As Hilt (2016) notes, all participants have to be active participants in the user-generated process, through searching, evaluating and sharing: they all have something to contribute, and synthesis and community are as valuable elements of the learning process as external research or “best practice”.
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Box 3.4. eTwinning Europe

eTwinning is a fast-developing community of schools in Europe: 200,000 registered teachers, head teachers, librarians, IT co-ordinators etc. (the so-called eTwinners). More than 100,000 schools from 33 European countries have signed up to use its free and safe online environment, utilising the tools and the secure internet spaces offered for meeting virtually, exchanging ideas and practices, and engaging in cross-border projects and continuous professional development using Information and Communication Technologies (ICT). As part of the eTwinning Plus initiative, selected schools from six additional countries have joined the eTwinning community since March 2013.

eTwinning also provides additional services to teachers including the search for partners for Comenius school partnerships, the opportunity of taking part in communities of practice (e.g. eTwinning Groups and Teachers Rooms) and the participation in Professional Development Workshops and Learning Events (online and/or on site) at regional, national or European levels (European Commission, 2013).

It is a unique cross-border initiative that utilises social networking mechanisms for enhancing collaboration, communication and intercultural awareness among the school communities in Europe using ICT. It is a safe and supportive network for cross-border projects and teachers’ peer learning and professional development.


Meta-learning with peers

Reflective learning is a feature of the SLO (Mitchell and Sackney, 1998; Kirkham, 2005); it is central to developing professional knowledge (Schön, 1983) and “schools that learn promote a reflective mind set” (Senge et al., 2012; Starratt, 1990). Frequently learners’ experience of learning is hidden (Watkins, 2015). A SLO which promotes self-regulation for its students’ learning (Dumont, Istance and Benavides, 2010) and the same kind of active involvement, autonomy and peer networking among its professionals needs to surface its learning and learn about it. Biggs (1985) characterises meta-learning as “being aware of and taking control of one’s own learning”. When professionals are meta-learning, they are thinking about their purpose in learning, their strategy in learning, the results and effects they have noticed, their feelings as they have been learning, and the context of their learning (Watkins et al, 2000). In a fast changing context, meta-learning becomes a necessary feature of professional learning (Pui-wah, 2008). In a school that is a learning organisation, colleagues are learning about their learning together: meta-learning with peers, where they are “taking time to focus together on what all of the diverse members understand about their collective learning and knowledge creation, the conditions that support these and what these mean for the way they collaborate” (Stoll, 2010, p. 477).

An initiative by Foundation LeerKracht in the Netherlands combines many of the features of team learning and collaboration (Box 3.5).
Box 3.5. “Foundation LeerKRACHT” initiative promotes peer review and collective work planning

Foundation leerKRACHT (the Dutch word for teacher) started in 2012 as a pro bono initiative of McKinsey & Company. The ambition is to: 1) implement a bottom-up capacity building programme for schools, which aims to reach more than 5,000 Dutch primary and secondary schools by 2020 (out of a total 8,700); and 2) reshape national education policy aimed at creating a strong body of teachers and stimulate schools to create a continuous improvement culture.

The foundation believes in the quality of the teacher and aims to return the ownership of education back to the teachers. It aims to achieve this by supporting schools to achieve a culture and “rhythm” of change of innovation in which teachers work together to improve their teaching, with the school leaders serving as role models by engaging in the improvement process. To help create this culture in schools the Foundation has developed a two-year programme. Teachers and school administrators that participate in the programme work closely together to improve education in schools at their discretion. Three improvement processes are central to the programme: 1) classroom observation and feedback conversation; 2) joint lesson planning; and 3) board sessions. This “board session” is copied from the LEAN movement in the manufacturing industry, where small teams hold daily stand-up meetings to jointly improve quality.

These improvement processes in themselves are simple. However, what makes it difficult is that they should not be carried out now and then, but each week. And not just by a group of “enthusiasts”, but with everyone at school. And not because teachers “must”, but because the teachers themselves want it. To help create this culture in schools the teacher teams that work with these three improvement processes are supported by their school (through time and resources) and a school coach from within the organisation. The approach is underpinned by forum meetings with “Foundation leerKRACHT schools” in the region and by visits to companies which have a continuous improvement culture.

This private initiative, starting in September 2012 now involves one in ten secondary schools in the Netherlands, one in three vocational schools and hundreds of primary schools. This rapid growth is driven by word-to-mouth advertising from teachers and school heads who have come to believe that collaborative working and learning within and across schools is essential for improving their teaching and the evidence suggests students are benefitting from this (Tartwijk and Lockhorts, 2014).

Relationships of mutual trust and respect

For team learning and collaboration to thrive, relationships between staff need to be based on trust and respect. This is highlighted in literature on both learning organisations and professional learning communities (Bryk and Schneider, 2002; Tschanne-Moran, 2000; Pillai, Schriesheim and Williams, 1999; Senge et al., 1990; Silins, Mulford and Zarins, 2002; Louis, 2007). Drawing on Australian data from the LOLSO project Silins, Mulford and Zarins (2002) found that having a trusting and collaborative climate within a school positively impacted on student outcomes such as engagement and participation in school. Organisational behaviour scholars have also found that when people feel that one can safely speak up and ask for help from their colleagues this may lead to important organisational outcomes such as decreased number of errors and improved organisational systems and processes indicative of organisation level learning (Edmondson, 1999, 2003; Higgens et al., 2012).

Open and honest conversations among colleagues about what does and does not work requires high levels of relational trust and a sense of safety for teachers to expose their vulnerabilities in front of each other (Bryk and Schneider, 2002). Such trust and mutual respect also enables the kind of challenge which can push people’s learning further through conversation (Earl and Timperley, 2008). Trust forms the foundation for co-operation between individuals and teams. When people trust and respect each other, other means of governance and control can be minimised to a level that is required by the type of work and risks involved (Cerna, 2014).

Building an organisational culture of trust and respect in which team learning and collaboration can thrive naturally involves all members of the organisation (or at least the vast majority). It is also reflected in the allocation of time and other resources, such as a weekly schedule of regular hours devoted to team meetings (Du Four, 1997; Somech and Drach-Zahavy, 2007), and time for colleagues to observe each other and engage in networked learning. In SLOs it is a natural expectation that staff share their insights and findings on learning and teaching with colleagues. School structures therefore encourage collaboration and dialogue among staff (Silins, Mulford and Zarins, 2002). The organisation of regular presentations to peers during staff meetings, presentations during conferences or mentoring of new teachers by other staff are examples of this.

Establishing a culture of inquiry, exploration and innovation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SLO Dimension</th>
<th>Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Establishing a culture of inquiry, exploration and innovation | • Staff want and dare to experiment and innovate in their practice  
• The school supports and recognises staff for taking initiative and risks  
• Staff engage in forms of inquiry to investigate and extend their practice  
• Inquiry is used to establish and maintain a rhythm of learning, change and innovation  
• Staff have open minds towards doing things differently  
• Problems and mistakes are seen as opportunities for learning  
• Students are actively engaged in inquiry |

More than 20 years ago Goodlad (1994) noted that the intellectual habits of critical reflection and action about one’s calling and daily work are the mark of a professional continuously engaged in self-improvement which ultimately leads to the improvement in learning of students. For such behaviour to pervade throughout organisations, it is necessary to cultivate a learning habit in people and in the culture such that a spirit of inquiry, initiative and willingness to experiment with new ideas and practices predominates (Watkins and Marsick, 1996). This dimension showcases the cultural mind set of the SLO.
Inquiry for deep understanding and wise decision making

If a learning organisation is one that is “continually expanding its capacity to create its future” (Senge et al., 1990), it will not be a linear or mechanistic process, as Earl and Katz (2002) explain. Rather, it will involve an iterative organisational learning process of “thinking in circles” (O’Connor and McDermott, 1997) where a series of decisions, actions and feedback loops guide the process. So, for example, when educators respond to data in a school that is a learning organisation, they do not operate “as technicians organizing and manipulating data in prescribed ways, like following a paint-by-number picture”; instead they bring to it an “inquiry habit of mind and view data as one source of information available to them in their quest for understanding and wise decision-making” (Earl and Katz, 2002, p. 1010). Essentially, the SLO’s culture is infused with curiosity. Earl and Katz explain how inquiry and habit come together to help professionals reach better understanding.

Inquiry is, very simply, a way of finding things out – collecting data and interpreting evidence in ways that enhance and advance understanding. Habits of mind incorporate dispositional, emotional, motivational and personality variables that contribute to competence in managing the environment and making decisions (Keating, 1996). We link inquiry to habit of mind to emphasize that this is a way of thinking that is a dynamic iterative system with feedback loops that organizes ideas towards clearer directions and decisions and draws on or seeks out information as the participants move close and closer to understanding the phenomenon of interest. (pp. 1010-1011)

This process depends on the ability to tolerate ambiguity, holding back from rushing to quick judgements, as well as a willingness to take different perspectives and systematically pose increasingly focused questions in order to reach deep understanding which, ultimately leads to better decisions. Having decisional capital – “being able to make very good judgments about teaching, learning and children” gives professionals the “competence, judgment, insight, inspiration, and the capacity for improvisation as they strive for exceptional performance” (Hargreaves and Fullan, 2012, p. 5). Inquiry has benefits for teachers’ professional learning. A meta-analysis exploring professional learning which leads to changes in teachers’ practice and improved student outcomes, concludes that cycles of inquiry and knowledge building are central to powerful professional growth (Timperley et al., 2008). These cycles lie at the heart of the Spirals of Inquiry approach in British Columbia (see Box 3.6) which has been influenced by Timperley’s work in New Zealand and other research on learning. Schools voluntarily participate in the Networks of Inquiry and Innovation (NOII) and Aboriginal Enhancement Schools Network (AESN). They work with a Spiral of Inquiry (Halbert and Kaser, 2011) process, which provides school teams with the structure for guiding their improvement and innovation work, and AESN schools link their inquiry specifically to Aboriginal ways of knowing.
Spirals of Inquiry: The disciplined approach to inquiry is informing and shaping the transformative work in schools and districts across the province. Participating schools engage in a year-long period to focus on inquiry learning using the Spiral of Inquiry as the framework with six key stages: scanning, focusing, developing a hunch, new professional learning, taking action and checking that a big enough difference has been made. At each stage, three key questions are asked: What is going on for our learners? How do we know this? How does this matter?

Networks of Inquiry and Innovation (NOII) and the Aboriginal Enhancement Schools Network (AESN): These networks connect professional learning through principals, teachers and support staff and accelerate the transformative work across the province. To date, 156 individual schools in 44 districts in BC are active members of NOII and AESN. A grant from the Federal Government funded a research study on the impact of teacher involvement in AES and examined more than 50 inquiry projects around the province. The focus on inquiry learning has proved to be beneficial to the Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal students and teachers, as the model starts by analysing the interests and needs of the last. The AESN is considered to be an effective mechanism for sustainable teaching and learning change.


Inquiry can also involve students as researchers. In a study of patterns of involvement, four different patterns emerged: students as data sources, as active respondents, as co-researchers (with teachers), and as researchers (Fielding, 2001). Fielding concluded that when students are at the level of researchers, initiating the research and dialogue with teachers, potential exists for them to be true agents of change.

**Innovation and exploration**

For a SLO to develop it is essential that people dare to innovate in their daily practice. Radical changes may be needed to core habits and practices in many schools for serious inroads to be made towards developing 21st century skills and contemporary working practices and environments (OECD, 2015b). Twenty-first century educational challenges are frequently adaptive (Heifetz and Linsky, 2002); they cannot be solved by authoritative expertise or usual operating procedures. Rather, as Heifetz and Linsky (p. 13) explain:

> We call these adaptive challenges because they require experiments new discoveries, and adjustments from numerous places in the organization or community. Without learning new ways – changing attitudes, values, and behaviours – people cannot make the adaptive leap necessary to thrive in the new environment. The sustainability of change depends on having the people with the problem internalize the change itself.

Evidence does not always exist about best approaches to take to address 21st century learning outcomes. It is not always possible to know what best practice is. Sometimes, “next practices” – “emergent innovations that could open up new ways of working” (Hannon, 2007) – will be more appropriate as practitioners explore new and better solutions to intractable problems. Innovation depends on thoughtful reflection and a disciplined approach which is “hard, focused, purposeful work”, according to Drucker (2002). Effective organisations are selective and deliberate in planning and integrating new approaches and experimental action plans that are consistent with their vision and goals (Aron, 2000; Fullan, 2000).
Examples of this can be found among the schools involved in the OECD’s (2013) Innovative Learning Environments project (2013) in the ways they tailor their curriculum content and learning approaches. At the John Monash Science School in Victoria, Australia, a subject highly relevant to developing 21st century competence is Creative Studies. This explores the nexus of problem solving, creativity, technology and nature. At ImPULS-Schule Schmiedfeld in Thuringia, Germany, learning is arranged with the objective of fostering personal, social and methodological competences, as well as expertise in a subject. Active and creative use of ICT and digital resources to promote digital literacy also features, as in the example of Mevo’ot HaNegev in Israel where a teacher describes how the technological infrastructure “enables the use of photographs, maps and virtual experiments; it allows the teachers’ follow up of task submissions and knowing where each learner is with respect to work; and it permits knowledge creation in a way that was impossible without the technology” (OECD, 2013a, p. 48).

A mind set for innovation (Schley and Schratz, 2011) enables people to challenge their own and others’ existing mental models (Senge et al., 1990). It also ensures that a critical stance is taken to innovation, ensuring that the problem is sufficiently well understood, that people are clear about their own contribution to the issue, that selected focus areas and innovations are appropriate and staff are able to engage in the necessary professional learning (Halbert and Kaser, 2013).

**Openness, risk taking and learning from failure**

Innovation and exploration are change processes which demand that people representing different perspectives are heard and respected without fear of judgment or reprisal (Aron, 2000; Senge, 1998). In SLOs therefore people keep an open mind about new ways of doing things. This requires helping teachers to overcome the uncertainties and isolation of teaching by supporting collegial and open dialogue, the exchange of ideas and sharing of experiences, debate over issues and techniques, and experimentation (Johnson, 1990; Senge et al., 2012). Teachers in SLOs show a tendency to co-operate rather than compete, and they work in a “safe environment”, free of negative criticism. Here collegiality is nurtured through honest learning conversations and open disagreement, combined with supportive and trusting relationships.

Failure is instructive. The person who really thinks learns quite as much from his failures as from his successes. — John Dewey

Some initiatives and experiments will fail, while others will succeed. The idea that people and the organisations in which they work should learn from failure has considerable popular support. However organisations that systematically and effectively learn from failure are rare (Cannon and Edmondson, 2005). Unfortunately this also applies to many schools around the globe. This is not due to a lack of commitment to learning, but often rather because of viewing mistakes or failure of experiments in the wrong way, or being afraid to make mistakes due to fear in high accountability systems (Stoll and Temperley, 2009). Here, experimentation tends to give way to drilling students for tests and a focus on memorisation rather than understanding (Sahlberg, 2010). Problems and mistakes are not always bad; in fact they may be inevitable and, if wisely used, even desirable to making progress. For many people, the notion of risk is synonymous with danger, but those who study risk view danger as just one side of “the risk coin”, the other side being opportunity (Evans, 2012). But the future can be viewed with fear. Because, the past appears more certain than it was, it makes the future seem more uncertain and even frightening, in what psychologists describe as hindsight bias (e.g. Roese and Vohs, 2012). This creates further risk aversion (Garner, 2008).

The SLO literature highlights how teachers associate a culture of willingness to take risks with their own learning (Leithwood, Leonard and Sharratt, 1998). To allay fear and risk aversion, Cannon and Edmondson (2005) note that organisations should ensure the “identification of failure”, “analyse failure” and then “pursue deliberate experimentation”. They propose a number of practices to ensure failures are
learnt from (see Figure 3.1). For example, psychological safety can be reinforced through organisational policies such as blameless reporting systems, training in coaching skills, and making failures public as a means for learning. These messages resonate with the SLO literature. Several SLO scholars have for example noted the need for schools to support and protect those who take initiatives and risks, and reward them for it (e.g. Senge et al., 2012; Paletta, 2011; Silins, Mulford and Zarins, 2002).

**Figure 3.1. Key processes in organisational learning from failure**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barriers embedded in technical systems</th>
<th>Complex systems make many small failures ambiguous.</th>
<th>A lack of skills and techniques to extract lessons from failures.</th>
<th>Lack of knowledge of experimental design.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recommendations</strong></td>
<td>R1: Build information systems to capture and organise data, enabling detection of anomalies, and ensure availability of systems analysing expertise.</td>
<td>R2: Structure after action reviews or other formal sessions that follow specific guidelines for effective analysis of failures, and ensure availability of data analysis expertise.</td>
<td>R3: Identify key individuals for training in experimental design; use as internal consultants to advise pilot projects and other (operational) experiments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barriers embedded in social systems</td>
<td>Threats to self-esteem inhibit recognition of one's own failures, and corporate cultures that 'shoot the messenger' limit reporting of failures.</td>
<td>Ineffective group process limits effectiveness of failure analysis discussions. Individuals lack efficacy for handling 'hot' issues.</td>
<td>Organisations may penalise failed experiments inhibiting willingness to incur failure for the sake of learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recommendations</strong></td>
<td>R4: Reinforce psychological safety through organisational policies such as blameless reporting systems, through training first line managers in coaching skills, and by publicizing failures as a means of learning.</td>
<td>R5: Ensure availability of experts in group dialogue and collaborative learning and invest in development of competencies of other employees in these skills.</td>
<td>R6: Pick key areas of operations in which to conduct an experiment, and publicize results, positive and negative, widely within the company. Set target failure rate for experiments in service of innovation and make sure reward systems do not contradict this goal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Embedding systems for collecting and exchanging knowledge and learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SLO Dimension</th>
<th>Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Embedding systems for collecting and exchanging knowledge and learning | • Systems are in place to examine progress and gaps between current and expected impact  
• Examples of practice – good and bad – are made available to all staff to analyse  
• Sources of research evidence are readily available and easily accessed  
• Structures for regular dialogue and knowledge exchange are in place  
• Staff have the capacity to analyse and use multiple sources of data for feedback, including through ICT, to inform teaching and allocate resources  
• The school development plan is evidence-informed, based on learning from self-assessment, and updated regularly  
• The school regularly evaluates its theories of action, amending and updating them as necessary  
• The school evaluates the impact of professional learning |

Schechter and Mowafaq (2012, 2013) define a SLO as one that “develops processes, strategies, and structures that would enable them to learn and react effectively in uncertain and dynamic environments. These schools institutionalize learning mechanisms in order to revise their existing knowledge. Without such mechanisms, a learning organization is unlikely to emerge”. Like Schechter and Mowafaq (2012, 2013), many SLO scholars explicitly note the importance of establishing what Watkins and Marsick (1996, 1999) have referred to as “embedded systems for capturing and sharing learning” as a key feature of a SLO (see Figure 2.1). This dimension therefore focuses on the systems the SLO creates to support organisational learning.

Systems to assess progress and gaps

Knowledge exchange and collective identity are powerful forces for positive change. In line with their vision and goals SLOs therefore create systems to measure progress and gaps between current and expected impact. Effective use of data by teachers, school leaders and support staff has become a central tenet in school improvement processes, to inform wise decision making (Schildkamp, Lai and Earl, 2013) and develop professional capital (Hargreaves and Fullan, 2012), as well as raising assessment scores, reducing the achievement gap, and changing school culture (Hamilton et al., 2002; Wayman et al., 2009; OECD, 2013a). When schools and school systems increase their collective capacity to engage in ongoing assessment for learning, major improvements can be achieved. Other aspects of evaluation cultures are also important, including: school-based self-assessment, meaningful use of external accountability data, and what Jim Collins (2001) found in “great” organisations, namely, a commitment to “confronting the brutal facts”. A SLO makes lessons learned – whether good or bad – available to all staff. It also evaluates the impact of professional learning (Guskey, 2001; Timperley et al., 2008).

Knowledge building through learning conversations and knowledge exchange

SLOs, therefore, have the systems in place to ensure they are “information-rich” or, more appropriately, “knowledge-rich”. Information (data in this case) is not knowledge. It takes social processing in the school context to bring it to life, as Nonaka et al. (2000, p. 7) explain:

Knowledge is dynamic, since it is created in social interactions amongst individuals and organisations. Knowledge is context specific, as it depends on a particular time and space. Without being put into context, it is just information, not knowledge. Information
becomes knowledge when it is interpreted by individuals and given a context and anchored in the beliefs and commitments of individuals.

This has implications for the organisation of regular formal dialogue or informal conversations among staff about students’ learning, sharing of information notes, etc. The SLO literature is adamant about the importance of interpersonal interaction. As Louis (2012, p. 481) notes: “Knowledge is not ‘transferred’ like a piece of paper”. Only through sharing, exchange, dialogue and collaboration, can new and meaningful knowledge and readiness for change be developed. Learning conversations – central features of knowledge exchange in professional learning communities – surface tacit knowledge and transform it into explicit knowledge (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). People bring their existing mental models to conversations about learning and data. These makes sense within their own frame of reference and provide the framework for interpreting new information (Lipman, 1991). Through conversation, data – which can bring new and discrepant ideas – can help challenge existing models, helping people to move beyond them (Earl and Timperley, 2008; Stoll, 2012).

This brings in a further definition of learning: learning as knowledge creation (Paavola, Lipponen, and Hakkarainen, 2004). It is this knowledge creation that brings the collective meaning to organisational learning (Louis, 1994). By exchanging individual experiences and comparing opinions and ideas with those of colleagues, organisation members can achieve an improved level of understanding of the causal mechanisms intervening between the actions required to execute a certain task and the outcomes produced (Schechter and Mowafaq, 2013). The word “exchange” is, itself, significant, and draws on understandings about knowledge mobilisation across public services (Nutley et al., 2000). Rather than just sharing experiences and strategies, colleagues are oriented towards collective problem solving and mutual learning through ongoing interaction, collaboration and exchange of ideas, new evidence and expertise. In sum, turning information into actionable knowledge is a social process. Therefore SLOs need to create the structures for regular dialogue and knowledge exchange among staff, involving other parties where appropriate (e.g. parents, community members, businesses), in order for a learning culture to emerge (Fullan, Cutress and Kilcher, 2005; Senge et al., 2012).

**Using ICTs**

Technology has the potential to revolutionise learning, as well as the school organisation, in many different ways. It has, for example, become a powerful tool for assessment and improvement planning as it makes it possible to access and analyse student achievement data on an ongoing basis, take corrective action, and share best solutions (Fullan, Cutress and Kilcher, 2005; Kampylis, Punie and Devine, 2015; see Box 3.7). Another application of technology is in the form of management information systems that allow for storing and easy access to data that can fuel new organisational routines to foster continuous improvement within schools: for example, data-informed improvement and learning through school self-assessment initiatives, or access to external research data on interventions which has been analysed in terms of its impact, value for money and the robustness of the research (e.g. the Sutton Trust/EEF toolkit in England and the Australian Teaching and Learning Toolkit).

Increasingly sophisticated technological systems are being developed to offer greater variety of data, better accessibility, increased flexibility and more thoughtful engagement. For example, Waerness et al. (2016) describe the Norwegian Evidence-Informed Quality Work (EIKA) project where a range of processes are developed by schools using digital tools to stimulate deeper learning, better decision making and more powerful interventions and innovation as they explore, contextualise and take forward findings of national and 21st century capability assessments, and teacher and leadership surveys. Developing such digital tools is based on considerations of how to grow capacity for the next century if deeper learning,
equity and global awareness are goals, and how to promote collective responsibility and internal accountability among professionals, as the example of Olds High School in Alberta (Box 3.7) highlights.

**Box 3.7. Using technology for improving teaching and learning – Olds High School, Alberta, Canada**

Community Learning Campus (CLC), Olds High School, Alberta, Canada is an innovative approach to high school, post-secondary and community education, sharing resources and working jointly with a variety of community groups and agencies. It provides an active and holistic educational environment that brings together high school and post-secondary education in one place, seeking to create a seamless transition for learners wishing to enter the workforce, apprenticeship, college, or university.

The CLC is both a virtual and a physical learning space in four multi-use facilities: 1) core high school; 2) fine arts and multi-media centre; 3) health and wellness centre; and 4) the Bell eLearning Centre. Delivery is either seminar-based or class-based, both of which are constructivist and organised around project work.

A web-based information system provides learners and their parents with summative and formative feedback on a daily, weekly and interim basis and documents progress throughout a learner’s four years at the school. The programmes are organised around four pillars – personal, knowledge, community, and global – and navigation relies on the CLC Learner Map, which is both a framework for individual learner pathway decisions and a graphic enabling community access.


**Learning how to use evidence**

Improvement does not follow automatically from the mere availability of quality data. Rather, it depends on serious engagement. It also depends on effective data use, which longitudinal information systems can facilitate (Vincent-Lancrin and González-Sancho, 2015). For this to happen, a SLO ensures its staff have the capacity to analyse and use data for improvement and, where necessary, transformations of existing practice. This is essential as research evidence shows that in many school systems the capacity to systematically collect, analyse and exchange knowledge and learning – whether facilitated through the use of technology or not – is underdeveloped (Fullan, Cutress and Kilcher, 2005; OECD, 2013a; Vincent-Lancrin and González-Sancho, 2015; Schildkamp et al., 2014). A recent study on education data use in schools in five EU countries (Germany, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Poland and England) for example showed that, despite the availability of a range of data sources, schools rarely use these data and reports to take action and develop strategies to improve student learning (Schildkamp et al., 2014). Organisational learning concepts may help to unpack the issues. Again, it seems that teachers and leaders are influenced by their mental models around data use (Jimerson, 2014). Existing beliefs about evidence can get in the way of productive use (Coburn and Turner, 2011).

Staff therefore need to be able to utilise multiple sources of data and information (e.g. from students, parents, teacher survey, peer review, team teaching) for feedback and to inform teaching and the allocation of resources (OECD, 2013a; School has the Initiative, 2014; Brandt, 2003; Education Scotland, 2015). These efforts are reflected in a regularly updated school development plan that is evidence-informed and based on a self-assessment, involving multiple sources of data and information. It is the result of a participatory self-assessment process involving all staff, as well as other interested parties (e.g. students, parents, community members, other schools, businesses).
Using another form of evidence – external research findings – to improve day-to-day practice has become a “hot topic” in many countries (Brown, 2015; Hattie, 2012), although TALIS 2013 results highlight that it is far from common practice among teachers in many countries. If undertaken as part of a process of reflective and collaborative learning, teachers’ engagement with research evidence can both help teachers improve their practice and promote better learning outcomes among their students (e.g. Louis, 2010). Many schools find it difficult to become “research engaged” because staff lack the necessary skills, resources or motivation (e.g. Cooper et al., 2009). Research Learning Communities (see Box 3.8), a project supported by the UCL Institute of Education in England, is an example of how schools are learning to become more research engaged and confident about using evidence.

Box 3.8. Research Learning Communities project – UCL Institute of Education, England

Fifty-eight primary schools in England have been working with the UCL Institute of Education, University College London in a two-year pilot project, funded by the Education Endowment Foundation (EEF) focused on increasing the use of research in schools. The project has been designed to address interdependent organisational learning factors facing schools that seek to become evidence-informed: developing approaches to building teacher capacity to engage in and with research and data; exploring how school cultures can become more attuned to evidence use, making research use a cultural norm; exploring how schools can promote use of research as part of an effective learning environment; and examining the necessary structures, systems and resources to facilitate research use and the sharing of best practice.

Two leaders – a senior leader and an informal opinion leader – represent each school engaged in the Research Learning Communities (RLC) project as part of an intentional design to ensure that central actors will champion research-informed practice and promote wider reach and buy-in to the approach across the school. In the first year, teams came together in 10 groups of 5-6 schools, 4 times for one-day workshops where they examined research and evidence relating to a commonly agreed area of focus, and developed, applied and evaluated school or stage-wide development strategies based on this evidence. These were tested out in school between the sessions. The sessions were also designed to build capacity for sustainability of the approach, ensuring that schools can continue to run RLCs and use evidence effectively after the project ends. In the second year, participating schools are leading sessions, with external facilitators on hand to support and challenge.


**Evaluative thinking and theories of action**

In the SLO, innovation needs to be guided by theories of action (Argyris and Schön, 1978) which lay out the purpose of the innovation and expectations of any intervention, what people imagine will happen and the likely or intended impact. Essentially, a theory of action is an organisation’s story or “theory” of how it will make change, explaining why certain things will happen. Using a diagram, the organisation maps long-term outcomes – the intended impact it will have on the world and how communities will be different because of the work it does – and the short-term outcomes which are the changes that are necessary now in order for the long-term objectives to be realised. The theory of action needs to be adapted as the organisation moves forward and learns what helps it realise its long-term objectives, and what gets in the way.

Evaluation of theories of action need to take this into account. As Earl and Timperley (2015) argue, evaluating innovation is not the same as traditional evaluation and requires evaluative thinking. The approach needs to be one of developmental evaluation (Patton, 2011), such that it is: “an extension of the summative/formative repertoire focused on using evaluation within the process of innovation in which both
the path and the destination are evolving, as a mechanism for bringing rigorous inquiry to development by being intentional about using data in a meaningful way to inform innovation in progress”.

Innovations may involve multiple players in and beyond schools, are not always predictable, and may interact with other innovations so evaluation itself needs to be: “a dynamic, flexible, process”, specific to context, and actively involving all those represented “in an iterative and cyclical process” as they determine the nature of evaluation, in the context of the particular innovation and collaborate in the process as it unfolds (Earl and Timperley, 2015, p. 9).

Learning with and from the external environment and larger system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SLO Dimension</th>
<th>Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning with and from the external environment and larger system</td>
<td>• The school scans its external environment to respond quickly to challenges and opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The school is an open system, welcoming approaches from potential external collaborators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Partnerships are based on equality of relationships and opportunities for mutual learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The school collaborates with parents/guardians and the community as partners in the education process and the organisation of the school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Staff collaborate, learn and exchange knowledge with peers in other schools through networks and/or school-to-school collaborations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The school partners with higher education institutions, businesses, and/or public or non-governmental organisations in efforts to deepen and extend learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• ICT is widely used to facilitate communication, knowledge exchange and collaboration with the external environment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Schools in the 21st century are not sustained by working in isolation but instead need to be connected to diverse partners, networks and professional learning communities. What’s “out there” is “in here” in the SLO.

Schools as responsive open systems

Schools do not operate in a vacuum; they are “open systems” that are sensitive to their external environment, including social, political and economic conditions (Brandt, 2003). They function as part of a larger social system, including, in many jurisdictions, the local community in which they are embedded and, frequently, their school district (Rumberger, 2004). Schools that engage in organisational learning enable staff at all levels to learn collaboratively and continuously and put these learnings to use in response to social needs and the demands of their environment (Silins, Mulford and Zarins, 2002; Park, 2008). For this to happen, teachers have to become experts about their context. This means having the specific knowledge, understanding and skills which will enable them to relate to and take account of the views and situations of parents, communities, business partners and social agencies. Assessing the nature of this interface between schools and the larger system is essential, especially exchanges which foster or hamper efforts made by schools to function in new and creative ways.

To adapt to uncertainty arising from interactions with its environment, the SLO proactively and continuously “scans” the environment to monitor and respond as necessary to external challenges and opportunities. Environmental scanning refers to the activities of the school that contribute to broadening
the scope of information, policy, theory and practice that is brought to bear on the school’s development and decision making processes (Silins, Mulford and Zarins, 2002).

**Genuine partnerships**

Schools’ urgent drive to avoid isolation comes from awareness that significant innovation cannot be achieved and sustained alone. As learning organisations, schools connect with their community and partners in their external environment to enrich their capacity to serve their students. They look to build and maintain the capital they need as organisations – social, intellectual, and decisional capital (Hargreaves and Fullan, 2012) – through forging partnerships and networks. SLOs are therefore organised through partnership, bringing together disparate groups to support and encourage learning including students, teachers, parents, and members of the local communities (Nixon et al., 1996; OECD, 2013a).

These relationships are two-way, as the school works with and through community and other partners: contributing to the community and strengthening community links, but also revitalising community (OECD, 2013a). As Senge et al. (2000, p. 461) argue: “a community of people is a place, rooted in the biosphere, rife with activity, mutual respect, and the recognition that everyone in that place is responsible for and accountable to one another, because the lives of all are interdependent”.

The orientation is frequently one of co-production. Co-production theory derives from community policing (Ostrom and Baugh, 1973) and law (Cahn, 2001), and proposes that those who use services are hidden resources who can extend service options and generate further innovation. Co-producers pool different types of knowledge and skills based on different lived experiences and professional learning (Harris and Boyle, 2009). SLOs are open to more equal relationships with external partners, sharing power and control.

**Parents, local community and social services as learning partners**

Parents or guardians are key partners for SLOs in the educational process and thereby strengthen it (Bowen et al., 2005; Silins, Mulford and Zarins, 2002). Parents have a unique relationship with the school: in many respects they can be considered part of the school’s internal community, but they are also a key bridge to students’ lives outside of school. Research evidence clearly shows that working with parents and developing strong relationships with them is fundamental to a school’s effectiveness (Reynolds et al., 2016), and strong parental links are important in creating and fostering the general learning community (OECD, 2013a). But parents can be an inhibitor to change if they do not recognise the need for it or understand its potential benefits. Without the positive co-operation of family and schools, it is unlikely that all students will reach the high expectations in terms of educational outcomes set by a demanding society (Avvisati et al., 2013; Castro et al., 2015; OECD, 2012; Shute, 2011). SLOs therefore actively share information with parents and consider them as active partners in the educational process and organisation of the school.

The Jenaplan-Schule in Thuringia, Germany for example, requires and counts on the active co-operation of parents. Monthly roundtable meetings give parents the opportunity to discuss group-specific problems with the teachers. Regular discussions and consultations between parents and teachers help support the child’s individual development. Parents are invited to get involved in classes, and they can also help with the design and management of classrooms, learning materials and the school building. The school also encourages parents to co-operate with other parents and the mothers and fathers publishing a newspaper, “Parents Circle”, to inform a wider public about Jenaplan School’s directions and activities (OECD, 2013a).
To continue learning how to achieve quality and equity now and in the future, SLOs are also connected with a wide variety of other partners. Thinking holistically about their students means ensuring connections with a diverse range of services. SLOs dealing with a socio-economically disadvantaged or other students with special learning needs need policies, additional (financial) means and an integrated approach to service delivery (OECD, 2015a), i.e. involving multiple social services, to adequately respond to the learning and other needs of students. Research beyond education exploring integrated social services highlights its benefits for facilitating information and knowledge sharing between professionals, and how increased co-operation and collaboration leads to improvements in service quality, and production of better outcomes and satisfaction amongst service users and providers (Richardson et al., 2015).

SLOs therefore collaborate with parents, the community and social services to ensure an integrated approach to responding to the learning and other needs of students. Through such collaborations the SLO is more able to deliver on its promise (vision) and show that success in school is indeed possible for all students.

**Collaborating and learning with and from other schools**

The SLO literature highlights that as schools innovate and move towards becoming learning organisations their boundaries become increasingly and deliberately blurry (open systems thinking). As a consequence, in SLOs continuous learning among staff is not limited to the physical boundaries of the school. Instead teachers and school leaders expect to engage in collaborative work and learning with peers in other schools through the establishment of networks or school-to-school collaborations (Bottrup, 2005; Harris and Tassel, 2005; Paletta, 2011; Schlechty, 2009; Senge et al., 2012; OECD, 2013a). Networks can be “vibrant motors for change” (Sliwka, 2003, p. 63). These collaborations take a range of forms, enabling schools to “upload” knowledge from their school-based professional learning communities into their networks and “download” knowledge from networks back into the individual school professional learning communities (Earl and Katz, 2006). Such networks therefore hold the potential for forming an important supplement to situated, school-based learning (Lave, 1993; Lave and Wenger, 1991) and learning through formal programmes and courses. These networked learning organisations, like SLOs, pay attention to developing and maintaining trusting relationships and are flexible and adaptable to changing community member and environmental needs (Stoll, 2015). Networking between colleagues in different schools is a central feature of the Austrian New Secondary School reform (Box 3.9).

**Box 3.9. Collaborative learning and working through networks – example from Austria**

The Austrian New Secondary School reform started as a relatively small-scale project in 2008 with 67 pilot schools. It has since been a mandated school reform, which will be completed in phases by 2018. Central to the reform is the creation of a new leadership position at the school level, the Lerndesigner, a teacher-leader who together with the school's principal and other teacher-leaders (subject co-ordinators, school development teams, etc.) serve as change agents in their schools, driven by the principle of school-specific reform and focused on the national reform goals of equity and excellence.

The reform strategy lies in qualifying teachers to become teacher-leaders, thereby enabling them and their schools to realise effective shared leadership. Much effort is therefore placed on building social and leadership capital through networking events, which play a central role in the reform, as they provide the venue for learning, peer learning and dissemination of good practice. A specially designed two-year national accredited qualification programme for Lerndesigners and an online platform for sharing ideas and practices form an integrated part of the reform’s continuous professional development and leadership development efforts. The rationale for creating and qualifying and networking change agents was clear, and focused: transformation at all levels occurs when change agents are networked and establish communities of practice.
Responding to the need to connect Lerndesigners, virtual Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) have been in a prototyping phase since the school year 2013/14 and are now being implemented as common practice. With the aim of exploring the impact of Lerndesigners’ digital networking, virtual PLC sessions are captured in “vignettes”, short (10-20 lines) descriptions of key experiences. Rather than summarising content, vignettes focus on recreating participants’ experiences by capturing the emotions and events emerging during the session. Deep understanding of their practice and new ways of thinking appear frequently in the vignettes alongside with problems like coping with technology or making the time to attend the sessions. These vignettes are used as evidence to inform the CLS on the learning impact and needed improvements of the PLC sessions.


**Other partners**

Partnerships with higher education institutions can offer schools clear advantages in drawing on these institutions’ expertise and capacity, bringing an external lens and supporting them in engaging in double-loop learning (Ainscow et al., 2016). Benefits can work both ways, as innovative ideas and practices can in turn influence the higher education/university level, and the teacher education and service missions of the university or teachers college may be very well served by such partnerships (Harris and van Tassel, 2007; OECD, 2013a). The American Professional Development Schools (Harris and van Tassel, 2007) or Sweden’s recently established “training schools” are examples of such partnerships that extend the boundaries of the SLO to other parts of the education system. These are aimed at building capacity for learning and teaching at the school level, as well as in the higher education institutions (OECD, 2015b).

However as the Brazilian “Neighbourhood as School” example shows (Box 3.10), in SLOs partnerships are not necessarily confined to traditional partners. They can go beyond educational circles and to include external advisors (consultants), public organisations, non-governmental organisations, business and foundations (Wohlstetter et al., 1994; Silins, Mulford and Zarins, 2002; OECD, 2013a). Innovative learning environments, many of whom demonstrate features of SLOs, place considerable emphasis on involving a diverse range of non-formal partners (OECD, 2013a).

**Box 3.10. Neighbourhood as school projects - Brazil**

A new concept of education has been developed in Vila Madalena, a small district in Brazil’s largest city, São Paulo. Known as “Neighbourhood as School”, it is conducted by a non-governmental organisation, Cidade Escola Aprendiz, which since 1997 has been turning squares, alleys, cinemas, ateliers, cultural centres and theatres into classrooms. The Neighbourhood as School, an extension of formal school education, aims to expand learning spaces in the community, creating a pedagogic laboratory in which learning is knowing oneself and socially intervening in the community through communication, art and sports. The success of the Neighbourhood as School concept is driven by a partnership among schools, families, public authorities, entrepreneurs, associations, craftspeople, non-governmental organisations and volunteers – indispensable powers in community education. Everybody educates; everybody learns at qualification centres, so the experience helps educators and social leaders nourish the learning systems.

Harnessing ICTs

ICTs permeate in numerous ways throughout learning environments and systems, providing an additional dimension to the functioning of networks and school-to-school collaborations (OECD, 2015b; Kampylis, Punie and Devine, 2015). By many considered a driver or “pump” of innovative change in education (OECD, 2013a; OECD, 2015b; Istance and Kools, 2013), ICTs allow for easy sharing of knowledge and resources, help build communities of practice and provide network participants with a means to communicate virtually at any time, without having to meet face-to-face. The example of the Austrian New Secondary School reform (see Box 3.10) is a case in point.

Whether or not supported through powerful ICTs, networked-based learning can help build bridges between the two “traditional” learning arenas. It importantly facilitates collaboration and peer learning or as Hargreaves and Fullan may call it the building of “social capital” (Hargreaves and Fullan, 2012) and can help reduce isolation of independently functioning schools, helping to transform them to become learning organisations that are part of a larger “learning system”.

Modelling and growing learning leadership

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SLO Dimension</th>
<th>Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Modelling and growing learning leadership | • School leaders model learning leadership, distribute leadership and help grow other leaders, including students  
• School leaders are proactive and creative change agents  
• School leaders develop the culture, structures and conditions to facilitate professional dialogue, collaboration and knowledge exchange  
• School leaders ensure that the organisation’s actions are consistent with its vision, goals and values  
• School leaders ensure the school is characterised by a “rhythm” of learning, change and innovation  
• School leaders promote and participate in strong collaboration with other schools, parents, the community, higher education institutions and other partners  
• School leaders ensure an integrated approach to responding to students’ learning and other needs |

Today’s world demands that schools keep pace with the changing external environment, while delivering on their core task – equipping students with the knowledge, skills and attitudes for life in the 21st century. For many schools, realising this essential and demanding agenda will require transformational change. In their report for the American Educational Research Association’s Task Force on educational leadership, Leithwood and Riehl (2003) articulated leaders as follows: “At the core of most definitions of leadership are two functions: providing direction and exercising influence. Leaders work with others to achieve shared goals”. Leadership is the essential influence that can bring all of the separate parts of the learning organisation together to ensure that the whole adds up to more than the sum of the parts and that it is sustainable. Leadership ultimately provides direction for learning, takes responsibility for putting learning at the centre and keeping it there (OECD, 2013c; Fullan, 2014), and using it strategically (Marsick and Watkins, 1999), translating vision into strategy (OECD, 2013c) so that the organisation’s actions are consistent with its vision, goals and values. We define this as “learning leadership”.

As explained in the overview of Leadership for 21st Century Learning (OECD, 2013c, p. 14), “the term learning leadership is not in common use”. It has many features in common with other learning-
focused forms of leadership, for example instructional leadership, leadership for learning and learner-centred leadership, but is distinct. In the Innovative Learning Environments project it was “specifically focused on the design, implementation and sustainability of innovative, powerful learning environments through distributed, connected activity and relationships of a range of formal and informal leaders throughout a learning system”. In relation to the SLO, learning leadership keeps individual, group and collective learning at the heart of daily practice. As such, it is closely aligned to interpretations of leadership for learning (e.g. MacBeath and Townsend, 2011, p. 1246) that do not merely view learning as an outcome, but take a broader, growth-oriented view to encompass professional, leadership and organisation learning, as it “understands the vitality of their interconnections and the climate they create for exploration, inquiry and creativity. Its concern is for all of those who are part of a learning community”.

**Modelling learning leadership**

In SLOs learning leadership is at the heart of daily practice, and school leaders are, themselves, high-level knowledge workers. By engaging in appropriate professional learning as “lead learners” (Barth, 2001), and creating the conditions for others to do the same, school leaders model and champion such professionalism throughout the school and beyond the school boundaries (Marsick and Watkins, 1999). Leaders learn from both their students and their teachers (Hallinger and Heck, 2010), as well as the other way around: learning opportunities are mutual and embraced by leaders.

**Ensuring the culture, structures and conditions for organisational learning to thrive**

School leaders not only need to provide direct assistance to educational improvement efforts of their staff – spending much of their time on administrative tasks is antithetical to leaders in learning organisations – they also need to create and develop the organisational context which supports and enables such efforts (Leithwood, 1998; Leithwood, 2012). School leaders have a vital role in establishing a learning culture and for promoting and facilitating continuous organisational learning (e.g. Berkowitz et al., 2013; Senge et al., 2012, Fullan, 2006). They are the nerve centre of school improvement (Fullan, 2006) and responsible for shaping the work and administrative structures to facilitate professional dialogue, collaboration and knowledge exchange which are crucial for promoting organisational learning in schools. They also create a safe and trusting environment in which people can take on new behaviours, take initiative, experiment and realise that it is expected that they challenge the status quo. As such, they are characterised by what Collins (2001) describes as “deep personal humility” and “intense professional will”. These findings resonate with those of many SLO scholars including Marsick and Watkins (1999) who note the importance of “leaders who were able to admit when they were wrong and redirect the change effort. They did this in conversation with their employees. … And most of all they realized that becoming a learning organisation is in the details of daily life – how they interact with their people”. This is not to imply that the process is easy and leadership of the SLO also involves “cushioning resistance” (Radivojevic, 2010).

Leaders’ ability to create the setting in which trust can develop over time (Senge et al., 1990) is also fundamental so that colleagues will engage in mutual learning. While professional learning communities, and collaboration and collective learning among staff in general, develop leadership throughout the school, this seems in turn to be a result of effective leadership in building such communities (Stoll and Louis, 2007; OECD, 2014). School leaders can set the tone by providing time where possible, encouraging teachers to co-operate with each other to develop new teaching practices and take responsibility for improving their teaching skills, and by ensuring that teachers feel responsible for their students’ learning outcomes. By encouraging teachers to learn from one another, school leaders help teachers to keep their teaching methods up-to-date and may also help to develop more collaboration among teachers in their schools (OECD, 2014) and beyond.
Creative and adaptive change agentry

Organisational learning means significant change; as with any kind of serious learning, it interrupts and disrupts the status quo. Questioning common practices, taking risks, and avoiding letting rules limit experimentation and innovative practice are key features of learning organisations. But there are many inhibitors to organisational learning; barriers to protect the status quo. These are described as organisational learning disabilities (Senge et al., 1990) or dysfunctional learning habits (Louis, 1994), and often go undetected. Senge argues that they are created as a result of “the way we have all been taught to think and interact (not only in organizations but more broadly)” (p. 18). One example is described as competency traps (Levitt and March, 1988), well-established, reinforced, problematic organisational routines that are difficult to recognise and adjust. Another is organisational defence routines (Argyris and Schön, 1978; Nystrom and Starbuck, 1984), such as accusing an inquirer of being too judgmental or too evaluative when he or she questions the validity and appropriateness of an intervention (Argyris, 1990).

School leaders need to foster their own capacity to challenge these habits and current ways of thinking and operating. They need to be adventurous (MacBeath, 2013) and develop as change agents; a key role for any school leader of a SLO or any other school that wants to reform its educational practices. They have to be adaptive (Heifetz and Linsky, 2002), creative and, where appropriate, courageous (OECD, 2013b). An example in point is the “Lerndesigner”, or teacher-leader of Austria’s New Secondary School reform (Box 3.10) who, together with the school leader, forms a “dynamic developmental duo” and jointly serves as change agents in their school. The Lerndesigners take on various roles including supporting development of learning and teaching and advising and coaching of staff (OECD, 2015b).

Extending and growing leadership

This example also shows the daily practice in many schools that leadership to be effective must be spread throughout the organisation. The demands of leadership in the 21st century are far too extensive for any one person. Because principals’ work has become so complex, some of these responsibilities need to be more broadly shared with others, both inside and outside the school (Schleicher, 2012). Leadership is fundamentally social in nature and interaction is the essence of leadership practice. Leading and managing teaching depends on the interactions of many people to co-produce improved practice (Spillane, 2013). Distributed leadership develops, grows and is sustained through collaboration, teamwork, and participation in professional learning communities and networks. And importantly research evidence shows that teachers tend to report a greater sense of self-efficacy and more job satisfaction when they are given the opportunity to participate in decision making at school (OECD, 2014).

SLOs therefore have a culture of shared responsibility for school issues, and staff are encouraged to actively participate in decision making. This collective responsibility again mirrors that of professional learning communities. Through school leaders mentoring and coaching those they lead (Watkins and Marwick, 1996) they also prepare them to take on more senior level responsibilities and ensure sustainable leadership through succession. By connecting with other schools (see below), schools can also draw on each other’s resources and expertise to grow leaders across their schools, for example shadowing leaders in other schools, paired coaching and mentoring across schools, sharing experiences and expertise, collaborating to lead development of peers in several schools (Matthews et al., 2011).

Developing students’ leadership also fits within the SLO. Increasing students’ ability to participate in authentic ways in school development decisions and to engage more actively in designing initiatives that address their own interests is a powerful way to improve relevance and outcomes for students (Whitehead, 2009). The Influence and Participation of Children and Young people in their Learning project, supported by the University of Cambridge demonstrated how involvement of students and their teachers together in regional enquiry teams could promote shared leadership (Frost and MacBeath, 2010). This was developed
more actively in the University’s Learning to Lead initiative, working with student project teams and aimed at enabling students to become activists as they exercised leadership around tackling problems and challenges in practical and transformative ways. Involvement in student leadership led to students feeling a stronger sense of commitment to their own learning, strengthening and focusing of their “emerging sense of moral purpose” and enhanced agency, as well as wider benefits to the school and its community, including raising teacher expectations (Frost, 2011).

**Connecting strategically and systemically**

In SLOs school leaders are what Fullan (2014) calls “system players” who promote the establishment of strong collaborations with other schools, parents, the community and higher education institutions (see, also, Dimmock, Kwek and Toh, 2013). OECD’s comparative review of school leadership suggests that school leaders have an important role in collaborating with other schools or communities around them, or as Fullan (2006) and Hargreaves (2004) call it “lateral leadership across schools”. Schools and their leaders strengthen collaboration, form networks, share resources, and/or work together. These engagements enlarge the scope of leadership beyond the school to the welfare of young people in the city, town or region (Schleicher, 2012). A key challenge is encouraging and engendering others to participate with a network, and mobilising them to work collaboratively, which involves brokering (Hadfield and Chapman, 2011).

Support of policy makers and administrators (superintendents, inspectors, etc.) however is crucial. They give direction to action, encourage professional learning and development, promote innovations and school-to-school collaboration, and help disseminate good practices. Lacking governmental/policy support for collaboration and collective learning in an age of accountability will serve only to perpetuate practitioners’ isolation (Schechter, 2008). But if such learning leadership is to be transformative, multi-level chemistry between those in and outside schools is needed (OECD, 2013c).

Research evidence also shows that leaders of the most successful schools in challenging circumstances are typically highly engaged with and trusted by the schools’ parents and wider community (Harris et al., 2006). Efforts to improve the performance and wellbeing of socio-economically disadvantaged students increasingly require school leaders to become more involved with other partners beyond the school such as local businesses, sports clubs, faith-based groups and community organisations (OECD, 2010a).

**Conclusions**

Building on the theoretical foundation of Marwick’s and Watkins’ (school as) learning organisation model, and drawing from a multi-disciplinary literature review, this chapter has aimed to provide clarity and a common understanding of the concept school as learning organisation by proposing an integrated model (see below).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Integrated model of the school as learning organisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SLO dimensions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing a shared vision centred on the learning of <strong>all students</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Creating and supporting continuous professional learning for all staff** | • Students, parents, the external community and other partners are invited to contribute to the school’s vision  

- All staff engage in continuous professional learning  
- New staff receive induction and mentoring support  
- Professional learning is focused on student learning and school goals  
- Staff are fully engaged in identifying the aims and priorities for their own professional learning  
- Professional learning challenges thinking as part of changing practice  
- Professional learning connects work-based learning and external expertise  
- Professional learning is based on assessment and feedback  
- Time and other resources are provided to support professional learning  
- The school’s culture promotes and supports professional learning |
| **Promoting team learning and collaboration among all staff** | • Staff learn how to work together as a team  
- Collaborative working and collective learning – face-to-face and through ICTs – are focused and enhance learning experiences and outcomes of students and/or staff practice  
- Staff feel comfortable turning to each other for consultation and advice  
- Trust and mutual respect are core values  
- Staff reflect together on how to make their own learning more powerful  
- The school allocates time and other resources for collaborative working and collective learning |
| **Establishing a culture of inquiry, exploration and innovation** | • Staff want and dare to experiment and innovate in their practice  
- The school supports and recognises staff for taking initiative and risks  
- Staff engage in forms of inquiry to investigate and extend their practice  
- Inquiry is used to establish and maintain a rhythm of learning, change and innovation  
- Staff have open minds towards doing things differently  
- Problems and mistakes are seen as opportunities for learning  
- Students are actively engaged in inquiry |
| **Embedding systems for collecting and exchanging knowledge and learning** | • Systems are in place to examine progress and gaps between current and expected impact  
- Examples of practice – good and bad – are made available to all staff to analyse  
- Sources of research evidence are readily available and easily accessed  
- Structures for regular dialogue and knowledge exchange are in place  
- Staff have the capacity to analyse and use multiple sources of data for feedback, including through ICT, to inform teaching and allocate resources  
- The school development plan is evidence-informed, based on learning from self-assessment, and updated regularly  
- The school regularly evaluates its theories of action, amending and updating them as necessary  
- The school evaluates the impact of professional learning |
| **Learning with and from the external environment and larger system** | • The school scans its external environment to respond quickly to challenges and opportunities  
- The school is an open system, welcoming approaches from potential external collaborators  
- Partnerships are based on equality of relationships and opportunities for mutual learning  
- The school collaborates with parents/guardians and the community as partners in
the education process and the organisation of the school
- Staff collaborate, learn and exchange knowledge with peers in other schools through networks and/or school-to-school collaborations
- The school partners with higher education institutions, businesses, and/or public or non-governmental organisations in efforts to deepen and extend learning
- ICT is widely used to facilitate communication, knowledge exchange and collaboration with the external environment

Modelling and growing learning leadership
- School leaders model learning leadership, distribute leadership and help grow other leaders, including students
- School leaders are proactive and creative change agents
- School leaders develop the culture, structures and conditions to facilitate professional dialogue, collaboration and knowledge exchange
- School leaders ensure that the organisation’s actions are consistent with its vision, goals and values
- School leaders ensure the school is characterised by a ‘rhythm’ of learning, change and innovation
- School leaders promote and participate in strong collaboration with other schools, parents, the community, higher education institutions and other partners
- School leaders ensure an integrated approach to responding to students’ learning and other needs

The integrated model defines a school as a learning organisation as one in which the collective endeavour is focused on:

- developing and sharing a vision centred on the learning of all students
- creating and supporting continuous learning opportunities for all staff
- promoting team learning and collaboration among all staff
- establishing a culture of inquiry, innovation and exploration
- embedding systems for collecting and exchanging knowledge and learning
- learning with and from the external environment and larger learning system
- modelling and growing learning leadership.

As a consequence of this collective endeavour, a school as a learning organisation has the capacity to change and adapt routinely to new environments and circumstances as its members, individually and together, learn their way to realising their vision.

But a school does not transform into a SLO on its own. Rather it needs the right conditions and support to make this transformation. As we have indicated, time, money and other resources, including engagement in networked learning and collaboration across school boundaries, are essential for making this happen. In some countries schools have considerable discretion over such resources while in others school boards, local or higher levels of government play a more prominent role. Also, schools are not equal in terms of their resources and capacity to use these effectively. This argues for facilitating government policies and support structures that are sensitive to local and school differences if SLOs are to blossom and thrive. What is required in terms of governance and support structures, including the change and innovation capacity of leaders at other levels of the system, is not yet well understood. These are important questions deserving research attention.
Also how schools can transform themselves into learning organisations merits further research. This paper should be seen as our first attempt to respond to this research question. It has set out to clarify the concept of a school as a learning organisation. The presented model and the set of indicators of the to be developed schools as learning organisations assessment (preliminary name) are intended to provide practical guidance on how schools can transform themselves into a learning organisation. Our starting hypothesis is that the seven action-oriented dimensions of the SLO model together add up to a sustainable learning organisation – successfully realising all seven dimensions is greater than the sum of the parts. Analysis of indicators in the second phase of the project will enable these issues to be further explored and refinement of the integrated SLO model.
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# ANNEX A. SCHOOL AS LEARNING ORGANISATION DEFINITIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s) &amp; book or article</th>
<th>Page(s)</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 Schechter, C. (2008), “Organizational Learning Mechanisms: The Meaning, Measure, and Implications for School Improvement”, <em>Educational Administration Quarterly</em>, Vol. 44/2, pp.155-186, <a href="http://eac.sagepub.com/content/44/2/155.full.pdf+html">http://eac.sagepub.com/content/44/2/155.full.pdf+html</a></td>
<td>155-156 157-158 As learning organizations, schools develop processes, strategies, and structures that would enable them to react effectively and manage change in uncertain and dynamic environments. Organisational learning can be perceived along two tracks: first, learning as an independent variable; activities, structures, and strategies performed by the organization to promote learning; put simply, the learning processes that are implemented to generate learning and second, learning as a dependent variable, detecting the outcomes of the learning process (a) through changes in shared mental models of organizational members regarding goals, desired actions, historical events, tacit assumptions, causal maps, and strategies and (b) through behavioural outcomes, such as changes in organizational standard operating procedures, routines, and performance.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Keefe, J. and E. Howard (1997), “The School as a Learning Organization”, <em>NASSP Bulletin</em>, Vol. 81/589, pp. 35-44, <a href="http://bul.sagepub.com/content/81/589/35.full.pdf+html">http://bul.sagepub.com/content/81/589/35.full.pdf+html</a></td>
<td>42-43 The learning organization has formal and informal processes and structures for the acquisition, sharing, and utilization of knowledge and skills. Typically, successful learning organizations exhibit three characteristics that enable them to initiate and sustain improvement: 1. Well-developed core competencies that serve as launch points for new products and services. In schools these competencies would involve such components as teacher selection and induction, staff development, instructional strategy, student services, etc. 2. Attitudes that support continuous improvement. The cultural norms and expectations of the school must support a climate of student support and continuous improvement of the school’s curriculum, instructional programs, communication structures, etc. The school climate must be positive, actively sustained, and risk-free. 3. The capability to redesign and renew. Improvement is not an event but a process that must be continuously renewed and revitalized. Schools must have a design process in place that makes this possible. The catalyst for the school learning organization and subsequent school improvement is the school management/design team.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page</td>
<td>Citation</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
work of the school; recognized and reinforced good work; and provided opportunities for continuing professional development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Paletta, A. (2011), “Managing Student Learning: Schools as Multipliers of Intangible Resources”, Educational Management Administration Leadership</td>
<td>Paletta, A.</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Educational Management Administration Leadership</td>
<td>39/6</td>
<td>733-750</td>
<td>The school as a learning organization is an ideal approach to promoting an active and proactive adaptability in dynamic environments with different social expectations, including students with different backgrounds, geographic location (rural, suburban, urban) and socio-economic and cultural conditions of the community, government structures and administrative procedures in education at the local level. The following characteristics that turn schools into learning organizations: Continued professional development; Tendency to take risks; Honest co-operation; Shared vision; Monitoring and assessment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Retna, K. and N. Tee (2006), “The challenges of adopting the learning organisation philosophy in a Singapore school”, International Journal of Educational Management</td>
<td>Retna, K. and N. Tee</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>International Journal of Educational Management</td>
<td>20/2</td>
<td>140-152</td>
<td>In such a SLO, students, teachers, leaders and administrators are all learners. The ethos of the school is an aspiration for everyone to be efficient and effective at learning and learning how to learn together. Members of the school really want to learn and find joy and satisfaction in learning. Such a school always seeks ways to change for the better. It does so through the active learning of its members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Wallace, R., D. Engel and J. Mooney (1997), The SLO: A Guide to Vision-Based Leadership</td>
<td>Wallace, R., D. Engel and J. Mooney</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Corwin Press</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The SLO is one in where all stakeholders engage in the continual reflection on practice to identify ways in which the operations of the school can be improved. The main focus is on improving student learning and providing the support conditions to facilitate that goal. A major part of the effort must be to establish the conditions where the professionals and other stakeholders can create the sense of community as a learning organisation. Not only teachers and administrators but parents and the community members must reflect on how they can contribute to the more effective operations of the school as learning community. One of the key values of the SLO is that the organisation has the capacity to continually renew itself as it strives to fulfil its vision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Nixon, J., et al. (1996), Encouraging Learning: Towards a Theory of the Schools as Learning Organisation, Open University Press</td>
<td>Nixon, J., et al.</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Open University Press</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The values which drive the institutional structures of the SLO are centrally concerned with participation and involvement, with the continual search for quality and with public accountability. The SLO values: vision and purpose; the search for quality (self-evaluation); accountability to the public; parent participation; and community involvement. It is characterised by collegial collaborative and partnership practices which express these values. These practices seek to integrate the organizational structures of schooling through systems of dialogue and deliberation which involve the whole staff and require participation and commitment; institutions working together in such a way as to provide a coherent and</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
continuous public education service; and schools, parents and the public working together in partnership.

The SLO confirms and extends the meaning of membership: organising through dialogue, it creates opportunities for individuals and groups to meet and talk about the ends and means of education. The organisation of the SLO is itself implicated in the processes and procedures of learning; organising through partnership, it brings together disparate groups to support and encourage learning including students, teachers, parents, and members of the local communities; and organising for life, it focuses on learning as a lifelong process and on the need for close links between institutions, including neighbouring schools and colleges.
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